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I invite you to explore with me the universe you know so well. We will view it from a slightly different perspective, in a way that allows it to take on an added dimension, an unsuspected richness. It is the world of energy that exists all around you. This book will enable you to see more clearly the energy world you exist in, to understand the belief systems, mass thoughtforms, and telepathic energies of others which affect you. It is a course in bringing the unconscious into consciousness, delving into the mystery of the unseen energies in and around you. There is much beyond what you see with your five senses, and it can affect you. As you understand these unseen energies, they can become a tool to assist you in getting to wherever you want to go.

Looking at energy closely is like looking at a familiar object through a microscope. Although it is still the same object, it looks different up close. This course will act like a microscope, helping you view the unseen energies around
you in greater detail, turning and adjusting the focus to provide a different perspective. It is the same world you have always known, but as you understand and perceive it in new ways it will reveal its secrets to you.

You can learn to recognize the energies you pick up subconsciously.

The microscope, in this case, is your awareness, your in-nate ability to focus your attention on whatever you choose. Not only do you perceive the world through your physical senses, you also pick up information constantly at a nonverbal, intuitive level. Your thoughts are the door-way to sensing energy, and your inner eyes provide the tools for changing and working with it. You can learn to heal negative energy, to increase your ability to visualize, and to have telepathic communication with people, know-ing what they are thinking of you and how to work with their nonverbal messages. We will be working with your inner world. Part of sensing energy is hearing the messages all around you. You need not be affected by other people’s bad moods. You have the ability to heal every time you notice negativity, to help people evolve, to increase the positive energy around you, and change the nature of your personal relationships.

You are like a radio that can receive many stations. What you receive depends on what you pay attention to.

Many energies exist that affect you throughout the day. You are also a broadcasting station, with a home base, a frequency, and a mind set. The way you perceive, judge, and react to your thoughts throughout the day grounds you in your reality and is the basis upon which that reality is created. As you become thoroughly familiar with your reality, you may leave it, for there are many realities you may step into once you are familiar with your own home station. You have a greater identity than you can imagine; you can unlock your present identity to experience even more of the richness of who you are.

Because you are like a radio, you can learn to set the dial and receive whatever information you want. You are telepathic; you receive and send messages all the time. In this book you will learn how to control the messages you pick up, choosing what you want to hear, and letting go of broadcasts you do not want to receive. You will learn how to tune into other people’s energies, to assist and heal them, and to come from a place of greater understanding. If you want to become successful, if you want to experience greater peace and love between you and other people, if you want to move out of the denser energies into the finer ones, you can learn to do so. You can learn to identify thoughts and feelings from others you do not want to tune into, turning off their broadcast and linking with the higher energies of the universe instead. You will learn to open your intuition, that ability to sense and understand events at a deeper level, and open to receive guidance and answers to your questions.

The information and concepts in this book are presented in a way that will help you open to a deeper part of your being, triggering the memory of this and much more knowledge that already resides within you. You may experience my energy behind the words, which will help bring out the buried knowledge in you, awakening parts of you which have been slumbering. You meet these parts of yourself frequently in your dream state. You can bring them into your normal, waking consciousness.
Mankind as a species is awakening to many new abilities. These abilities are part of the evolutionary journey of man. The human aura—the energy surrounding the body—is evolving. With this evolution comes the ability to sense what used to be unseen, invisible energy. That energy can now be recognized, interpreted and directed; that which was unseen and unrecognized can now be visible and known.

You are evolving rapidly, and the evolutionary journey of man is continuing to take a leap forward. When you look back into the days of the Neanderthal and Cro-Magnon man you can see your bodies have changed; your ability to sense energy has changed radically also. Even the five senses have changed. For instance, earlier man did not have the ability to see all the colors you can see today.

Your energy centers are opening, your ability to be aware of and affected by previously invisible and unseen energies is increasing.

You can learn how to use these newly awakened senses. They are already awakening and present in you or you would not be called to this information. I am acting as a guide, one who has traveled before in these realms of energy that you are beginning to explore. Things such as telepathy, precognition, the ability to tap into new scientific inventions, discoveries of information not yet known, and an increased connection with universal consciousness will become the norm as evolution takes its course. The awakening of man is a journey into awareness of the higher energy realms. It is possible now for many to learn what was before only possible for a few. The awareness that used to take years of training in special techniques and meditation to develop is now possible for many to achieve without years of special preparation. The evolutionary journey is one of awakening consciousness, and I will help you in this course to discover, understand, and nurture the awakening that is already present within you. If you are drawn to this information, then you are certainly developing and experiencing your latent abilities. You can use them to operate more efficiently in your everyday world, coming from your higher self and creating immediate changes in your life.

Many of you grew up as very aware, sensitive children.

Many of you grew up in environments that often seemed inexplicable, in situations that did not seem to match who you are. Some of you felt different from those around you, as if you had an added dimension of awareness that other people did not have. Many of you felt emotionally sensitive, and it may have seemed that things that did not bother other people affected you greatly. You often did not know what was you and what was other people. Because you were telepathic and emotionally sensitive, you may have taken in other people's feelings and emotions and thought they were your own.

Most of you are gentle, loving, and sensitive, wanting to develop your personal power in ways that honor both yourself and others. Many of you had painful childhoods, not understanding how to deal with the rigidity or negativity you found around you. Often you were not recognized for who you are—a being of light and love wanting an opportunity to spread that joyful abundance of
spirit. You who are evolving this new "sixth sense" are on a rapid path of growth, and need to discover your own uniqueness and skills.

As you open, it is important to develop wisdom, release pain, and rise above negativity.

As you begin sensing and interpreting the subtler and unseen energies of the universe, you will be developing the skill to know which energies to let become a part of you and which to release. I will show you how to be unaffected by the pain and negativity in other people, how to help yourself and others rise above it, and how to reach and connect with your higher self. As you grow more aware of what you are sensing, you also have the opportunity to become more aware of your higher self, and the guidance that is available to you from the higher realms of the universe.

You can open to your greater consciousness, travel into dimensions and realms that have not yet been explored, see yourself in larger and expanded ways. You can learn to see and understand who you really are, and begin to find answers to questions such as "Why am I here?" and "What is the meaning of life?" As you explore and awaken to these subtle energies, many doors will open and many new worlds will be there for you to discover.

I invite you to explore your greater being, to use your sensitivity to know the magnificence of who you are. Join with me. Explore your inner guidance and higher self as we journey together into the higher realms of the universe.

In love and light,

       Orin

II

Sensing Energy

As you read this, sit in a comfortable position. Use every sense you have. Feel your breathing in your chest, face, mouth, and throat. You have many faculties for sensing energy; it is only a matter of paying attention to them. For a moment, listen to every sound in the room and outside of it. Become aware of your sense of smell, of touch, of the feeling of the clothing on your body, of what you are sitting on. Pay attention to any taste in your mouth. Close your eyes and think of all the things you have looked at today, as if everything you saw was in a movie you went to. What pictures did you put on your movie screen today?

Besides these familiar senses, you have another faculty you use all the time—your ability to sense energy. You use it whether you are consciously aware of it or not. You make decisions based upon the energy you sense. As you closed your eyes to think of the things you saw today, you
used a process called visualization. You ran a movie inside your mind, reliving and reseeing what happened. In the same way, you can close your eyes and think of a rose, imagining that you are smelling its delicate fragrance, envisioning the color and the shape of it. You can picture sticking out your tongue and tasting it. All of this happens inside your mind. The ability to sense energy comes from the same place.

Each of you has the ability to visualize, for I believe everyone can think of a rose, either to picture it or feel it. This is the process you will use to become aware of the energy you live around. You can learn to feel the emotional energy in a room of people, picking out which person is emitting energy that feels like anxiety, upset, or joy. You can learn to change the effect of that energy by closing your eyes, focusing with precision on the energy that is bothering you, and changing its impact with your mind. Just as you can close your eyes and visualize a rose, so can you use the process of visualization to heal people and work on energy that you do not like, or would like to evolve.

The process of visualization can transform energy from negative to positive.

It is a process of becoming aware of your inner being. You have what I call inner eyes. You will use your inner eyes to sense energy. Your inner vision can work in many different ways. Some of you are able to picture the rose, some of you simply have a sense of it. Each of you has your own method of visualizing energy; there is no one right way to sense it.

To be able to sense energy, you need to be aware of your self, and be able to clear your mental and emotional slate. If you saw a movie on a screen that had many crayon marks on it, the image on the screen would be jumbled rather than clear. To read energy, first clear your inner screen. For a moment, close your eyes and imagine that you have a clear white screen in your mind. A simple exercise to do before you sense energy is to take a deep breath and imagine energy coming from the bottom of your feet up through the top of your head and out into the universe. Then imagine a clear light from the universe coming straight down from above, into your head, and out through your feet. Picture warmth spreading throughout your body. Let yourself feel light and free all over. This is an exercise for relaxation, for it is only when you are relaxed that you are able to sense energy clearly. Tension in any form obscures clarity and blocks telepathic reception. Negative emotions will block an accurate picture. In fact, if you are feeling any negative energy when you begin to sense energy, this will draw the negative energy to you from others. Clear yourself out by creating a state of relaxation and peace. Your image of the white screen will create the state of mind that you need, and deep breathing will clear your emotions. Practice creating a state of relaxation. You can do it in a second. If you walk into any place—a bus, a restaurant, a grocery store—where you sense the energy is not to your liking, don’t allow that energy to activate the part of you that does not like it. That would increase its effect on you.

Most of you tense up when you encounter negative energy. That attracts even more negative energy. To avoid being affected by negative energy, relax. Any process of relaxation will work. Then visualize or imagine a peaceful feeling. By visualizing what feelings you want, you will not pick up negative energy.
Suppose you walk into a room and you are thinking of a person you are angry at, or you are lost in thoughts of something else. You are not in present time or aware of your surroundings. The emotions that go along with your thoughts will magnetize similar emotions from people around you. If you walk into a restaurant and you are feeling bad about something you did, fairly soon you will feel even worse. For just as if you were a receiving station, you will connect with everyone in the room who is feeling the same emotional energy. You will surely and clearly pull it into yourself.

On the other hand, you can, if you want, use group energy on buses, in restaurants, or anywhere, to go to higher levels of thought or emotion. Try walking in with wonderful thoughts. You will begin to connect with the wonderful feelings of those around you, which will magnify your own ability to feel good. You will also amplify others’ good feelings.

In every home are

the energies and thoughts

of the occupants.

What effect do people have when they walk into your home? Most visitors in your home add to the positive energy in it, for most people focus on those things that they like and admire. But if critical people come in and think, “How ugly this is, how bad this is,” they contribute to the negative energy in your home. Be aware of what kind of people you invite into your home.

Everything you live around is charged with your thoughts and energy. Every time you look at your house and think, “This is too small; I don’t like it,” you send that energy into your house. It will be there to help bring you down. Every time you say, “What a wonderful place I live in, how fortunate I am to have this place,” you make your home your friend and ally. Then, at times when you are not feeling good, you will find solace and comfort in your home. Hating something ties you to it, and if you want to move to a better place, start by loving what you have.

Watch how you respond when you handle those mundane things that come up every day. Every time you tense up when a light bulb goes out, or get upset when your car makes a strange noise, you create a tension that becomes a magnetic force and draws to you the next wrong thing. Tension or upset in your body magnetizes more problems to you. If when you first hear a strange noise in your car, you relax, put a smile in your heart and on your face, you avoid creating more negative energy in the future. I am not saying you won’t have to handle the problem that is there, but you will have stopped yourself from creating a new problem. Learn to focus in on present-time and be aware of your environment.

You are constantly

being sent signs from the universe about

what path to take.

Not only are you surrounded by energy that can affect you negatively or positively, you are always being sent guidance. You can learn to read and interpret the messages to help you make the decisions you need to make. Part of sensing energy is learning to hear the messages all around you. There are telepathic messages in your relationships with your loved ones, wives or husbands, with your co-
workers, bosses, or employees. There are many ways in which you can be aware of their energy.

Your thoughts are the doorway to sensing energy, and your inner eyes provide the tools for changing and working with it. I will teach you how to heal negative energy, to evolve your ability to visualize, and have telepathic communication with people, knowing what they are saying to you and how to work with their messages. We will be working with the world of inner images.

Each of you has a different way of sensing energy. Some of you see auras as color; others see them as feelings or thoughts about people. Some of you are not aware of what you are doing when you sense energy but realize it later. To sense energy accurately, learn to quiet your own self, step outside your thoughts, feelings, and emotions, and become a blank screen so that you can read impressions. Learn to know who you are. Just as you can pay attention to the sounds in a room and nothing else, so can you pay attention to the telepathic and unseen energy that is also there.

First, you will want to find out how your inner eyes work. When you hold an object do you sense a feeling, color, word, image? Each of you uses a different method; learn to recognize your own processes. Some of you sense energy by becoming highly emotional, some of you by creating mental images and pictures. Discover this week how you sense energy, and learn to create from it. You may be reacting to the energy you sense without conscious awareness of it. I hope to assist you in becoming consciously aware of it.

All of you have the ability to heal every time you notice negative energy, to help people evolve, to increase the positive energy in your homes and change the nature of your personal relationships. You need not be affected by other people’s bad moods, be they mechanics or clerks, co-
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1 | Sit quietly, clear your mind, and imagine a blank screen. Think of a rose. How do you picture it? Can you imagine touching, smelling, or tasting it?

2 | Think of the home you live in. What kinds of thoughts do you have about it? Send it thoughts of how much you love it.

3 | Practice relaxing. Take a deep breath and picture warmth and lightness spreading throughout your body. Mentally go through your body and observe any areas of tension. Let those areas relax. Practice relaxing yourself at least two more times today. See if you can become more aware of your body when it tenses up, and then consciously create relaxation.

Understanding and Directing the Unseen Energy Around You

Energy exists all around you. It exists as the thoughts and feelings that people around you project. Energy comes from the earth itself—the land, trees, and animals all emit energy. Each place on earth has a different energy, each neighborhood, each community. High altitudes have different energy than low altitudes; cities have different energy than small towns. Everything is alive in your universe and emits energy, which you can learn to sense.

You are a magnificent energy-sensing device. You can sense energy in many ways, with touch, sight, hearing, smell, feelings, thoughts and physical sensations. You can sense the universe in ways that will give you much
valuable information, tuning into people's energy on a physical, emotional, or mental level by simply practicing. You can learn to tune into anyone, physically present or not. You can pick up people's thought images, their inner beliefs, and even their cries for help. Be aware that you cannot violate people's privacy in areas that their souls do not wish to reveal, however, for the soul is able to veil from anyone what it does not want to expose.

You can become aware of other people's thoughts and emotions, and even of future events, to a degree you never dreamed possible if you want to do so. To sense what is going on around you in a way that allows you to interpret and use the information, you need certain attitudes and skills, all of which can be learned easily if you are willing to pay attention and practice.

The more you can become aware
of other people's energy,
the more aware you can become
of your own inner guidance.

The more you can sense energy, the more you can hear your inner guidance and your higher wisdom. The next step is to become aware of what other people are sending you, of the future you are setting up for yourself, and learn to see how your energy is affecting others.

You are constantly sending thoughts and pictures to other people. It is important to become consciously aware of the images you are sending them if you want to create with awareness the reality you live in. You can send healing images to yourself with your imagination, and heal others by sending them healing images.

The first skill to develop for sensing energy is the ability to pay attention. Learn how to observe others by being silent. You know what it is like to sit back and watch. Start by observing any area about which you want more information. As you think intently about something, you will begin to receive guidance, ideas, and new thoughts about the issue.

After you stop and pay attention, the next step is to assume an attitude of confidence, and trust the information you are receiving. When you first begin to tune into your future, or into other people, you may doubt what you are receiving, and wonder if you are making it up. The doubt can be a friend if it keeps pushing you to be more accurate and precise in what you sense, as long as it does not stop you from continuing. Begin by believing in what you are sensing.

As you sit quietly and ask to see what lies ahead for you in a certain area of your life, thinking of a decision you want to make or a path you want more information about, bits and pieces of information will begin coming to you. Your intent to know the future sends your mind out to that future time, and it will bring data back to you. Sometimes information comes as a vague feeling, such as a feeling of joy or discomfort. Do not hold expectations of what you will experience. It is also important not to judge your initial attempts but to simply let any impressions come in.

A writer who is opening the flow of creativity must temporarily suspend judgment. Any creative person must suspend his judgmental, critical part during the time new information is coming through. Later, this part will be valuable in refining the information, but initially it is better to simply remain open. Likewise, when you first begin to receive impressions, suspend your judgment. Do not be critical, asking, "Is this right or is this wrong? Am I
just making this up?" for that will stop the impressions from coming in. Let the impressions continue to flow. You may even want to jot them down, for you will discover later that what seems obvious and simple as it comes through often seems profound later on. When you do not write down impressions, you forget them. When you record your impressions, you get feedback.

Feedback is a very important part of your reality. In your world, actions create reactions, and it is important to be able to observe what reactions your actions cause. If you have been tuning into energy and you are beginning to get data, feelings and thoughts back, record them. Several months from now, you will probably be amazed to see the way these impressions connect with your decisions and what actually happens. It is a good way to open your awareness.

You can sense energy to the degree your heart is open and loving.

As you tune into others, open your heart, and embrace them with a thought of love, not criticism. Imagine an unloving, critical person tuning into someone's energy. The other person would not open (even subconsciously or on an energy level) to reveal any information, for that critical energy would feel like an intrusion. Then imagine a gentle, caring, and loving soul seeking information. The other person would open to that warmth and bask in that love. As you start to sense energy, you will discover not only the pain and confusion in others, but also different reality systems that may not fit into your own. If you approach people with compassion and tolerance, you will be able to gather much more useful data. Many people are very aware of energy, and yet when they sense something that does not fit with their known reality, with life the way they believe it to be, they tune it out. You will need to be willing to see that many people think differently and believe in different things than you without making them wrong, if you want to accurately perceive their energy.

Tolerance means you can accept many different viewpoints and love people for who they are. If you are willing to be tolerant, you can embark on an enormous adventure. Each person has a unique way of looking at the world. If you can discover what is unique, is free, open, and loving about everyone you know and meet, you will discover new ways that you yourself may become more free, open and loving. It is fascinating to discover the ways people perceive the world. As you open to many beliefs, you will become more fluid and less rigid yourself. To grow lighter yourself, be flexible and adopt whatever viewpoints are appropriate to the outcomes you desire. Most people are fixed within their own being. They have been taught the world operates in a certain way, and that is how they see it. This inflexibility leaves them with fewer and fewer areas of freedom and choice. You have seen people who are stuck in certain ruts. They are unwilling to change even though their lives don't work for them.

These people may be very unaware of other people's energy. They see everything in the world, not as they affect it, but as it affects them. They look at the world as if it revolves around them. Because they view the world this way, they often feel powerless to change things to achieve the results they want. Because they assume they are the center of the universe, they are usually unaware of other people's feelings and what reactions they are creating by their actions and deeds. If you want to direct the energy in
your life, if you want to see clearly the world you live in, you will need to be willing to see life from other people’s perspectives, which may be quite different from your own. As you do so, remain open and nonjudgmental, keeping a sense of discovery, love, and adventure.

Your imagination is a most powerful energy-sensing tool.

Another faculty you can use to sense energy is your imagination. You have been given an imagination to create things. Unbounded by belief structures, it is one of your most powerful energy-sensing devices. As you imagine, so do you connect with higher and finer energies. Imagination is not bound by time and space; it is not bound by your physical body. When you make things up, you often do it with a sense of joy and play, in a state of relaxation. This is a highly intuitive state.

Imagination can also be used to create fear, such as imagining your loved one with another lover, worrying about losing a job, or being afraid of catching someone’s illness; but it is better to use your imagination to pretend that you know what action to take, or to create pictures of people loving you, or to imagine yourself healthy and well. When you come from the lighter energy of playfulness, when there is less heaviness or seriousness around the outcome, you are often more accurate in what you sense. If you want to sense energy, sit quietly and pretend that you can do so. If you do not know how to do something, pretend that you do, for the subconscious does not know the difference between pretending and what is truly happening. The subconscious accepts whatever you pretend is real and will use it to create your outer reality. I tell people to “magnetize your goal to you” and they tell me they do not know how. I tell them to pretend they know how—and it works!

As you sit, pretend that you know what someone is thinking. Imagine that you do know which decision you are going to make. Use your abilities to draw in creative ideas, and to imagine possible outcomes as tools for sensing energy and traveling into the future.

Focusing speeds up time and directs energy.

Focusing is like having a laser beam compared to an overhead light. Use your abilities of focus and concentration to sense energy. Focus is the ability to concentrate on one idea to the exclusion of all others. If you want to find information, it is important to focus upon it. The degree of focus you put on it will determine how fast you gain the knowledge you seek. Focus takes you directly to what you seek. As you concentrate on something, thinking of it to the exclusion of all else, you are directing your mind like a laser beam. When your mind is thus directed, you cannot be affected by the other energies in the universe; you are protected in that sense, and what you are focusing on becomes clear. Imagine that focus is like a beam of energy that goes out into the future, into another person, into whatever you want answers about, and lights up that area. It is like a beam of energy that goes out from you and sets up, like a telegraph wire, a way for energy and knowledge to come back. If there is anything you want to become aware of, focus upon it, for whatever you turn your attention to you will create.
As you become aware of energy, you will want to determine if it is charging or draining you. You have the ability to determine that by monitoring your energy. If you are paying attention to a certain situation and feeling drained, acknowledge your ability to know and sense truth. If you are involved in any situation, you know if you are being drained by it or charged. Become even more aware of those things that charge you, for where you turn your attention you begin to attract more of the same.

**If you are in a difficult situation,**

*broadcast love.*

*Love heals and protects you.*

Notice that the situations, people, or thoughts that charge you are those that operate in a positive framework, those that encourage your growth and expand your heart. Life seeks energy, awareness, and love. Every situation teaches you more about who you are. If you are in a difficult situation, one that is causing you trouble or draining your energy, begin to broadcast love, for the broadcast of love will assist you in not being drained. As love goes out, it protects the sender and stops any drain of energy.

Before you sense energy, balance and center yourself. This means putting your body in a relaxed, calm state, and quieting your emotions. You will need to learn self-monitoring techniques. As you send out your mind to other people, notice if your pulse rate increases, if you feel tense, if your body changes. All of these are ways in which you sense energy. As you tune into another person, notice what is on your mind, for the more closely you can monitor yourself, the more you can gather data and information. If you are thinking of someone and you find yourself feeling suddenly worried about your finances, you are picking up the other person’s worry if you were not worrying about finances before you thought of him.

If you are trying to look into the future, to see the outcome of something, often the information will come back not through your mind, but through your body. You may be trying to decide upon a path, and as you think of one choice you notice your breathing has grown shallow, your body is somewhat closed, and that you feel discomfort in your stomach. These are signs from the future you are sensing that are telling you about this path. If when you think of a certain path, you feel heavy inside, your body is telling you there is a better way to do it. Keep imagining possible futures, varying slightly the things you are thinking about doing, until you have a light and joyful feeling. If none of them gives you a light feeling, try out some new alternatives. Learn to monitor yourself, for you are an energy-sensing device, and as you monitor yourself, you begin to find the clues and the answers that are there.

Interpreting what you have received is the next step. After you have brought all the information in, even recorded it, sit and read or review it. You may find many doubts coming up; it is important at this time that you do not let them stop you. Thank them and let them go. As you open to your abilities to read the energy around you, you may discover that there is a voice within that does not believe what you are sensing. It is true for almost everyone, so do not fault yourself if you discover this to be so. As long as your heart is open, as long as you are not coming from ego, personal gain, manipulation or any of those energies you know are not high, you can trust what you are sensing. Sometimes the information you gather may seem to serve the ego. If it does, you must examine it closely, using
both your mind and your ability to sense energy. If it is something you have been wanting to happen, and you are very involved emotionally, then your ability to sense clearly may be impaired. The clearest information comes when the emotions are calm, when there is no personal gain and you are simply seeking information to assist or help another. As you practice, however, you can still bring in valuable information about yourself, even when you are feeling emotional about an issue.

Say you have a friend who is in trouble. You sit quietly one day, using all of the techniques I have mentioned, sensing your friend’s energy. You begin to see life through his or her eyes. You see that there are certain beliefs that are not working and that there is pain inside. You see this without any judgment, with only a sense of great love and concern. As you sense this energy, there is no personal gain for you, there is no sense of manipulation, only a true and burning desire to help. Trust the information that comes in. Ask for your higher self to be with you, and for the higher forces of the universe to assist you. Request that you become a channel for that higher information, and open to the information coming to you. If your purpose and intent is to create more light in your life and others’, then what you receive will help you in doing so. If you act in this manner, from the heart, with a sense of service, your ability to sense energy will increase rapidly, and there are no doors that will not open to you.

Spend time thinking of what you want rather than what you don’t want.

The less time you spend sending out pictures of what you want, the more your space will be filled with other people’s visions of what they want you to do, or with lower or less evolved images that come from your old patterns. You will be living those pictures rather than having what you want. The world of images is the source of power in your physical world. Imagining what you want is like creating a model before you build the real thing. The images direct the energy in your body. If there is a situation in your life you would like resolved, you can always ask for images and symbols that will help you. Often, when you receive images and pictures, such as through your dreams, you want to find logical explanations and know the meaning of the symbols. It is not necessary to know what they mean to be healed by them.

You can heal other people by sending them symbols and images. You can heal a situation by envisioning and symbolizing it as easily as you can heal it with words. Symbols are, in fact, more direct and more healing than words, for they are not connected to your belief systems. Think of a situation in your life right now, something you would like an answer to, and ask for a healing image. See if you can get an image of the other person involved, or the entire situation. If you have someone in your life who is causing you trouble, tying up your time and energy, try to see him or her symbolically. He may appear to be coming at you with a battering ram, and you might see yourself as a wall that constantly gives into his force. You could work with the situation by changing and healing the symbols, perhaps imagining the battering ram changing into a tiny piece of cardboard and your wall becoming flexible like rubber. You absolutely can shift energy by playing with symbols, and you can heal any situation in this way.

There are currents of energy that circle the planet and you can tap into them anytime you want. If you want physical energy, you can breathe deeply and imagine that you are connected to the flow of all the people who have
an abundance of vitality. At any one time there are millions of people focused on certain ideas. There are photographers, writers, meditators, spiritual people, to name a few, and you can use their energy broadcast to increase or bring into yourself whatever you want. Simply close your eyes and tune in (even if it is just with your imagination) to all those people who are doing the same thing you are. Tune into their flow of high, successful energy. Through your breathing, you can draw in your global connection to other people or to the assistance and guidance from the higher forces of the universe.

Any energy you want exists in the world. If you want more love, you can breathe in the love that is there, circling the planet. Sooner or later it will be there in your physical reality. If you are working on a project and find difficulties in completing it, you can tune into all the people out there who are successfully completing their projects. You can be a healing influence in everything you do. Use your ability to sense and tune into energy to evolve yourself and others; it is a skill you can develop that will help evolve you rapidly.

PLAYSHEET

1 | Take one person you know and describe the person’s life as he or she sees it.

2 | How could you help and support this person in his or her growth? Make a picture in your mind of what you could do to assist him or her.
3 | Take a situation in your life you would like to know the future of. Now pretend that you are five years in the future and looking back at today. What does this self have to tell you about what will happen? Let your imagination run free and have fun with this. Make up what will happen. (You might want to keep this somewhere to look at later.)

IV

Sensing Energy in Others

Many of you are developing the ability to maintain your sense of self and steer clear of the mass or group thinking that does not fit you. Energy is like a current. Often it flows around and past you. It can be thought of as an aroma drifting around, affecting or not affecting you depending upon how you choose to react to it and how aware you are of it. The more aware you are of yourself, the less outside influences can affect you. The less aware you are of yourself and the less conscious attention you pay to who you are, the more energy can affect you.

All of you are aware of your feelings and thoughts to one degree or another. You certainly know when you feel happy or depressed; you know whether your thoughts are negative or positive. You can learn to go deeper, becoming aware of the subtle currents and flows of energy and how they affect you. You can become an observer of the energy around you, directing it rather than reacting to it.
For a moment, think back on your day. What feelings did you have today? Can you remember how you felt when you were with various people? You probably experienced many different emotions ranging from high, happy, positive thoughts and experiences to feelings of anger, frustration, anxiety, or depression. Some of your feelings were reactions to the people you were with.

People constantly broadcast their energy. Just as people have their own personal body chemistry, so do they have their own unique energy broadcast. Energy can be equated to a code. Just as there are no two snowflakes alike, there are no two codes alike. Each person you are with affects you somewhat differently.

Become aware of your body when you are with a particular person. Are you hunched over, or are you straight? Are your arms folded in front of you, or are your arms in back of you, leaving your heart open? Are your shoulders back or forward? Are you leaning forward or backward from the waist, or are you straight up and down? Your body will always give you clues about how you are handling people.

**Awareness of your body, thoughts, and emotions allows you to discover the effect other people have on you.**

Tomorrow, or for the next week, notice how you feel with each person you come in contact with. Pay attention to your emotions. You may not feel as if you are being affected by them until you take a deeper look at what is happening to you. When you are with one person you may suddenly start worrying about finances, although ten minutes earlier you felt fine about money. You have brought his energy into yourself.

If you are leaning forward, you are giving away your energy and trying to push in on other people's space. If you are leaning way back, you are avoiding their energy, and they are coming at you too strongly. When you are sitting or standing straight, with your shoulders square, you are most in your power, for that is definitely a position of balance and centeredness which allows you to control the energy around you. With both feet flat on the floor, your body breathing rhythmically and your shoulders square, you can bring in your higher self.

You will also become more aware of the effect people have on you by looking at your thoughts. Be aware of what issues you begin thinking of when you are around various people. When you are with one person you may find yourself constantly thinking of love, transformation and the beauty of the universe. When you are with another, you may find yourself thinking how hard things are, how difficult your life is, how much work you have ahead of you. Monitor your thinking when you are with people and when you spend time alone. Unless you know how you think when you are alone, you will not be able to recognize the effect other people have on your thoughts.

Look out for the effect others have on your emotions too. You may feel suddenly tired, or happy and charged with energy, or drained, depressed, anxious or angry. Pay attention to the differences. Learn how to be not drained but activated and charged by your connections with people. The first step is to become aware of when someone's presence leaves you drained, even in a very subtle way. Many of you make yourself wrong when you feel
depleted by people. You say, “I am not trying hard enough to please them.” Or, “Maybe I didn’t say the right thing.” “Maybe I didn’t get my point across.” “Maybe I wasn’t good enough, or loving enough.” You then look for ways in which you might have been wrong, and step up your efforts to please the other person.

Do not make
the other person, or yourself,
wrong.

You cannot have a healing connection if you see yourself as wrong or lacking. If you are feeling bad about a relationship, say to yourself, “I am perfect as I am.” Then go deeper into yourself. Monitor your energy when you are speaking to that person. Be aware of your feelings, thoughts, and body. Constantly check in with yourself and ask, “Do I feel good? Do I feel high, or am I feeling inadequate?” There is absolutely no reason to be around anyone who makes you feel bad about yourself.

As you deepen your awareness of the energy dynamics of a situation, you can pick up messages from the interaction that will tell you more about yourself. For instance, suppose you are talking to someone and it seems he only wants to talk about himself and does not want to hear about you. You feel depreciated and angry, or maybe you feel he doesn’t value you. As you look into yourself, you may realize that you don’t listen to or value your feelings, or that you have many inner messages you aren’t paying attention to. Every interaction can tell you something about yourself. As you heal and change the drama within yourself, you will find that you do not attract those types of interactions anymore.

Unless you are involved in healing, don’t put yourself around anyone who wants to drain or use your energy. When you heal people, you direct the energy, and they cannot make you feel depleted. (Unless you take in their energy or they are resisting your healing.) There is no reason to put yourself in a situation where you feel depreciated, unloved or undervalued.

Why do you allow yourself to be in situations throughout the day, even minor ones with store clerks, customers, or telephone calls, in which you are made to feel depreciated? It is because of a belief many of you picked up from your culture that you do not have the right to choose whom you are around. You may feel you owe your time and energy to others, or that you are obligated to give them attention if they want to be a part of your life. Some of you believe you must be loving, supportive, and caring to everyone. Loving someone does not mean making their feelings more important than your own. If you study the lives of highly evolved beings, you will see that there are many ways to be loving to others, including being blunt and not tolerating petty behavior, although speaking bluntly is done with compassion and love.

Being committed to your higher purpose and loving to yourself is the first priority. In your day-to-day contacts, know that you do not owe anyone your time or energy. They are the greatest gifts you have been given, and how you use them will determine how much you will evolve in this lifetime.

When you are feeling depreciated, angry, or drained, it is a sign that other people are not open to your energy.
They may be receiving it in a way that is not healing, perhaps to feed their ego. They may be blocking you and not wanting your energy. When you notice that you are feeling depleted in any way, if you are leaning forward, trying to reach others, begging for their attention, or feeling drained, unappreciated, unacknowledged or unsupported, it is time to ask why you remain in that situation.

When you feel depreciated or drained by a stranger for no apparent reason, you are suffering from what has been called a “psychic whack.” These connections are messages from the universe telling you to pay attention to what you are doing to yourself, to look at ways you may be giving away your energy to those who cannot receive it. I call them reminders. The minute you find yourself being whacked, or depreciated, by someone you will probably not see again, or only know as a distant contact, look more closely at the relationships you have with friends and loved ones. You may be depreciating yourself in some way. If the universe cannot reach you with its messages about those close relationships, it will send a stranger to you to catch your attention. It is only a reminder that there is some area in your life in which you are undervaluing yourself. Thank the person for that reminder, and then begin to look more closely at your relationships. Ask, “Where am I giving out my energy and not having it returned?”

Most of you desire to love and heal and help the people you know, and want intimate loving connections with others. Loving relationships come when the people you love and assist are open to receiving. Imagine you had neighbors you wanted to give to, so you constantly sent them gifts. They, on the other hand, felt irritated, and resented the feeling that you were putting them under obligation when they did not have the time or desire to return your gifts. You would begin feeling unappreciated, wondering why they did not thank you or give back to you. You would question why you did not feel good even though you were generous and giving. As you can see, there are many times in which it is not appropriate to give to others. They might begin to resent you because they have not asked for your gift of love and healing.

*If you want a healing connection with others, know how much to give, and how much to receive.*

It is important to know how much you are capable of receiving, for many of you are not very open to accepting anything, although you love to give to others. If you feel that others do not appreciate what you give them, it is time to take a look at how open you are to receiving from others.

All of you have had the experience of not being appreciated. Ask yourself, “Was I trying to give more than the other person was capable of taking in?” That is another way your friends can drain you.

People who are in the healing professions can be drained and feel depreciated, can experience burnout, when their gift of energy is not flowing both ways. There is nothing more energizing to both the healer and the receiver than a two-way flow of love. Then healing can actually be seen, and growth occurs. The healer is just as charged by the person receiving energy as the person receiving it is invigorated by the healer. When you are in a healing role with people, you can be drained if they cannot receive, and they can be drained if you give more than they can receive.
Negative emotions such as obligation, anger, or resentment, always come up when your energy is being drained. If you monitor yourself, by checking in on your thoughts, feelings, and body, you will know if the energy exchange is equal. If you find that you are being depleted, and do not like how you feel, what action can you take? First, know that you absolutely can control your thoughts, emotions, and physical body reactions. You can go inside and ask the universe and your spirit to help you see clearly, to speak to you of your lessons.

Many of you are in situations in which you feel the energy exchange is not equal. Suppose someone is constantly borrowing money from you and not paying you back. The more you try to get repaid, with no results, the angrier you get. You can go within and ask, “Is it symbolic of my giving away my energy and not opening to receive it back?” You can find many messages about how your energy flows by paying attention to those areas in which you feel drained, and you can reframe those messages into challenges and lessons. If you have a belief that says you do not deserve to have all that you want, affirm to yourself that you can have relationships that are healing for both you and others.

All of you have reservations about the energy you sense. You may think, “Am I really sensing this energy, am I really feeling depreciated and drained, or am I just tired today and imagining it?” Do not worry about your doubts. They can also represent your strong side which keeps you from being too pulled by the various currents of energy around you. The key is learning to turn your doubts into friends. Sometimes you will hear a voice of disbelief speaking up about certain things in your life. It says, “Maybe it will never work. Maybe it’s all a pipe dream. Maybe I’ll never get what I want. Maybe I’m not right.” That little voice of uncertainty can be so big. Listen to it. Talk to it. For there is always valuable information coming from that voice. What could be the message, the benefit of that voice of doubt? Many of you respond to the voice by saying, “No, I will not be discouraged. I will keep the faith. I will keep my vision. I’m going to try anyway.” When you fight the voice of skepticism, it has already accomplished its goal, which was to bring out your strong side and strengthen it.

Sometimes the doubts can seem almost overwhelming, and your powerful voice must be even louder to be heard. When you feel yourself going into doubt, questioning your power, your interpretation of things, your path, talk to that voice and ask it what it is trying to tell you. Ask what gift it is giving you. The sooner you acknowledge that there is a gift in that voice of uncertainty, the more quickly it will be quiet and assist you in having what you want.

The other message from the voice of doubt is a challenge to see how much you believe in yourself. When you wonder if you really feel drained or not, your lesson is to believe in your feelings. If you feel even the slightest bit drained, begin to look at the energy dynamics between you and the person you are with. Trust that you would not feel drained unless you really were being drained.

Emotions can lead you to answers but can also block a clear connection to your intuition when you are sensing energy. What do emotions do, and why do you have them?

**Emotions help you create reality.**

When you believe in something, love, desire, and want it, you can create it more quickly. Love your emotions, but do not let them deplete your energy. And don’t allow the
emotions of others to drain you either. The emotions of other people can exhaust or capture your energy only to the degree to which you allow those same feelings within to capture you. No one can harm you with his powerful, intense or negative emotions, unless you have those same emotions. Other people's feelings awaken within you your matching emotions, through the principle of resonance. As you calm your own emotions, you will be able to handle other people's strong emotions.

How do you calm your emotions? Listen to the slightly negative feelings within you before they create a crisis. Your higher self is always speaking to you through your emotions, leading you this way or that. If you do not listen at the lower level of intensity, your emotions will grow stronger. It is the same when you listen to other people. If you do not pay attention when you are being slightly depreciated by people, they may continue to deplete and drain your energy until you "get it." They may exhaust you more and more until you stop them either by terminating the relationship, or by speaking to them of what you want.

When you begin to notice situations that are undervaluing you, or demanding too much from you, clear the negative energy. First, remain straight and strong and centered in your body; do not lean forward or backward. When you are with people who drain you, learn to put your feelings into words, even if just to yourself.

Putting your feelings into words is very powerful in cleansing other people's energy from your space. Do not express anger to other people, but do get it out of your system. Say it into a tape recorder, or into a video camera, or write it down. Any process that brings it out of your body is a process of healing and cleansing yourself of the energy you have taken on from other people.

Emotions can block the clear sensing of energy. When you are highly emotional about an issue, it is much more difficult to see your higher path. Before asking the Universe for answers, be sure to find a peaceful, quiet space within yourself for the answers to flow into.

Many of you, when you listen to others, are constantly chattering in your mind, thinking of answers you will give, thinking of things to say back. I call it doing rather than being. Doing is when your mind is constantly busy, when you are within yourself, carrying on an inner dialogue. Being is when you are very silent, listening with intent and focus to what others are saying.

Listen with a silent mind.
You can then direct
the flow of energy
between yourself and others.

The busier your mind is, the more you are apt to be unconsciously affected by energy. The more silent your inner dialogue when you are listening to another, the more you can direct the outcome, and be aware of your body and emotions in the interaction. When you are with others, practice being. Practice not trying to do anything, think of anything, or respond to anything. Simply become aware of the sounds, the smells, the room, the energy interaction at a level beyond words. Monitor how you feel and observe what is being said. You will find a wealth of information flowing into you.

You may be surprised as you begin seeing the kind of relationships you have been having, the connections you thought were high and healing but were not. You may, for
the first time, truly see the energy others are giving or not giving you.

Be aware of the world you exist in. Be aware of the messages that are constantly being sent to you by the loving, higher forces of the universe, and most of all, pay attention to yourself.

---

PLAYSHEET

1 | Sit quietly and relax your body. Tune into your own energy, your body, emotions, and mind to get a sense of your reality. Then, think of someone you know. Send your mind out gently, open your heart, and listen quietly while any images, pictures, or feelings come back. Notice the difference between your feelings and theirs. Notice any changes in your body or emotions or thoughts, then come back into your own reality. Record any impressions you received.
2 | Share with this person your experience, giving him or her any positive information or loving insights you received. Get feedback, for through feedback you become able to more and more accurately interpret what you receive.

Who am I?

The question of "Who am I?" is important, for without knowing who you are, you cannot clearly sense or interpret the energy around you.

All of you have a sense of who you are; you have observed yourselves in many different situations, and you know how you react, how you use your time, etc. Most of you also have a vision of who you wish you were—how you would like your body to look, how you would like to use your time, how much money you want to make, what exercise you should get and what food you think you should eat. We will speak later of all those images and pictures you carry around about who you think you should be, that vision of who you want to be.

To know who you are, you need to find the stillness of your mind. I have spoken of stillness and the screen which is created through relaxation and visualization. Knowing who you are involves time alone, quiet and reflective time in which you can listen to your thoughts, and reflect upon the day and yourself.
To know who you are means making a commitment to yourself. What is a commitment to yourself? Some of you think it means using your will power to force yourself to live that vision of who you think you should be. You may feel that once you have decided to do something, you must stand inflexibly by that decision.

Making a commitment to yourself means listening to your feelings from moment to moment and acting on what is right for you in present time.

Almost all of the resolutions you make about how you will act involve projecting your present-time self into a future time. That means making decisions for a time that has not yet arrived. Making a commitment to yourself is being in present time, acknowledging that you have enough sense of self to do what is right at this moment. It is trusting yourself, knowing you do not have to wake up and tell yourself how you will be, how you will handle things; you do not have to worry about three weeks from today or a year from now. It is knowing that you will not be the same person at that future time, that you will be wiser and more evolved. It is important to plan and visualize what you want for the future, but then relax and trust your future self.

Making a commitment to yourself is knowing what is appropriate at the present time. To do so you must know your feelings. You may say, “I know how I feel,” yet many of you do not know how you feel, and even more of you do not back your feelings with words or actions. For instance, if someone asks you to do him a favor, you may say, “That is not something I want to do, but I should do it.” And you do it anyway, going against your feelings. When you make a pledge to honor yourself, others may call you selfish. You may have programming that says it is wrong to be selfish, that you owe something or are obligated in some way to others. You cannot sense energy clearly, you cannot be powerful and direct energy, unless your first commitment is to yourself. If you do not make your life, thoughts, goals, and time a priority, you will be lost in the currents of other people’s desires and expectations. Whatever comes your way, such as a person, a project, or an event, will constantly knock you back and forth like a small dingy on an ocean of huge waves. If you do know who you are, make your life a priority, acknowledge your feelings and act upon them, you can then have a strong vessel sailing calm waters, in a direction you have chosen.

Know when to pay attention to your own needs and when to be selfless.

While it is important to be centered on yourself and know who you are, making your life a priority, it is also important to be aware of your affect on other people. You are more powerful when you can understand the effect your actions have on others, and then choose what actions you want to take. Some people worry that if they do what is right for themselves they will be acting in a selfish way. When you honor your higher path and self, you always honor the higher path and self of others, even if it does not seem so at the time. It is also important to know when to be selfless—when to flow with things and not come from
the demands of your own ego. The best guidelines I can give are to be selfless when it comes to the unimportant things—what table you get at a restaurant, what movie you go to, and let the small things slide by. When it comes to following your higher vision, to doing those things that serve mankind, then that is the time to take a stand (a very compassionate and gentle one, however). It is important to be selfless when you are a part of a larger group, working toward community goals, if those goals are part of your higher purpose and there is a sense of joy in that service and selflessness. If selflessness comes from guilt, pressure, or a “have to” attitude, then it is not appropriate.

Most of you are wrapped up in your own lives. You are so concerned with your impact on other people, wondering, “What will so-and-so think when I tell her what I am doing?” that you often do not see who you are except from a limited perspective. There are many ways to exit your body and change your perspective, to see yourself in a new light. One is to put yourself in other people’s shoes, look at them not through your own judgments and beliefs, but through their beliefs and perspective. Many of you constantly feel you are actors on a stage, with everybody watching and judging you. But it is only you that has put yourself on a stage, watching, observing and judging. When you do this, you also begin to feel responsible for other people—if they feel bad then you may feel you caused it.

Do not feel responsible for everyone’s happiness. Only they can choose it, you cannot choose it for them.

You have seen small children who feel they caused their parents divorce, because in their young eyes everything that happens appears to be something they caused. If you want to get a new perspective of who you are, see yourself through the eyes of another person. Put yourself in the other person’s shoes. Think of his or her challenges, attitudes, abundance or lack of it, and let the images flow. You have just left your body and your reality, and become a part of another’s energy system. You will understand another person’s actions and behavior by stepping outside of your life and viewpoint, and you will also be able to sense yourself more clearly. Look at your life through his or her eyes. You can begin tomorrow with all the people you come in contact with. You can look at the reality they are living in, the stress they are under, the kinds of thoughts that go on in their minds, and what their lessons are right now. With this understanding, you can interact with them in a way that is healing to you and them. Make this process a habitual one, something you do without trying or thinking. Then, when you are worried about others, concerned with what they think of you, or what is happening to them, you will be able to use the same process to sense their energy.

One of the biggest blind spots in sensing energy is being too aware of yourself, existing too much on the center stage of your own life. You are blocked from sensing other people’s realities when you are more concerned with what others think about you than with what you can do to heal and assist them (which, of course, heals and assists you). As we speak of moving upward to higher energy levels, we are speaking of healing others, and making every contact you have throughout the day a healing one.

You cannot become more sensitive to energy until you can handle it in a healing way. The universe would not
allow you to experience that much energy if you did not know how to handle it. The more you can work with the energy you sense in a way that heals you and the other person, the more you will be able to sense and know the energies that exist around you.

What is a healing contact? How do you make every connection a healing one? The first step toward healing connections is to forgive people as you come in contact with them. First, become aware of any resentment you may have had or have now towards them, any feelings of superiority or inferiority, any grudge, any negative thoughts you have sent to them (even if it is only a picture that something about them is not up to your standards). To heal, feel a sense of forgiveness for yourself for anything you have sent them on a thought or emotional level that has not assisted them in their growth. Ask yourself how you can assist them in their spiritual unfolding. What communication could you give that would serve them? To find an answer you must leave your body and become a part of their reality. How can you appreciate them, acknowledge and thank them? Those questions and thoughts will take you outside the narrow focus of your personality.

Give to others what you want to receive—love, support, appreciation, healing, and acknowledgment—and you will get it back.

Wondering, "How can I be acknowledged, have more support, or get what I want?" blocks your clear sensing of energy. Giving opens your ability to see others and their systems of reality, and it most definitely enables you to see yourself in a higher and more loving way.

You will automatically begin forgiving, supporting, acknowledging and appreciating yourself when you do so for others. Healing others is not just a gift you are giving to the world. It is also a gift to yourself.

All of you can learn to be aware of your own energy by seeing other people's energy. The more accurately you perceive energy in other people, the more precisely you will be able to sense it in yourself. This is true not only of positive energy but also of fear and dark energy. When you judge others, you feel your own shadow and bring into yourself any negative energy you are judging. To see energy clearly is to leave behind right-wrong judgments. Challenge yourself to let go of a right-wrong framework. When you observe a quality or characteristic in others that you do not like, see if you can find how it fits into their life. Look at how that particular trait works for them, what that quality does for them. Leaving behind judgment frees you from being affected by other people's energy.

What is fear? What is that shadow area? Until it is looked at, fear often exists as a feeling of heaviness, worry or concern. There are moments when you feel light and joyful and there are moments when you do not. Those heavier moments are often an indication of fear. The higher you go the more you will be releasing fear.

To dissolve fear, turn and look directly at it, for what you face dissolves in the light of consciousness.
Fear at the lower levels exists as heavy emotions, as a weight, a feeling of tension in the body. It can be a feeling of rushing around, trying to hide under the guise of productivity, doing rather than being.

When you feel heavy or dark, ask the fear to come into your consciousness. Anything you turn your back on will grow and become worse. When you are willing to stand and face what you fear, the universe will assist you in releasing and healing it. Many of you fear that you are alone; you believe that you must handle everything yourself. You may feel the great weight of responsibility, yet the universe is full of friends, healers, and help. The more you begin to heal those you contact, the more healing will come back to you. Receiving and giving healing is the pathway into higher energy.

Fear can often be faced and transformed by breathing relaxation into the body. It also can be handled by action. When you are sensing negative energy in another, a feeling you do not like, do not run and hide from it. First, suspend your judgment and then ask the universe for guidance about what action (if any) you can take. The universe will always send you assistance when you ask for it. It may come through your thoughts as insights or revelations; it may come through something you see or read; or it may come through something you hear. When you feel any negativity in another, you can stop it from affecting you by asking how you can heal and support them in their growth. You will find that they will look for ways to do the same for you. If they cannot match you in your healing and loving energy, they will leave your life, or you will find yourself not creating as many opportunities to be with them.

What is the fear of sensing energy, what is the fear of finding negative energy in others? Is it a fear that they can harm you? Is it a belief that others can bring you down or make you less? When you become consciously aware of your fear of negative energy, when you are in touch with how you think negative energy can harm you, then you have a basis to begin working with it. Only by facing and acknowledging your fear of negative energy can you transmute it into harmless energy. Again, positive healing energy is always more powerful than negative energy.

Fear can be generated in any area where your images of who you are now and who you want to be do not match. Why do you fear who you are not? Do you feel you are a disappointment to yourself, that you have let yourself down?

**Love and accept who you are, not who you will be or should be.**

If you love yourself for who you are, you are living in present time which is the gateway to personal power. If you love only who you will be, then you are out of your body, living in a future you cannot affect (until it becomes present time and you can act). Look at who you are, compare it to who you want to be, and ask yourself why they do not match. Ask, "Is what I want to be really appropriate to who I am, or is it something I was told I should be?" The more you can clear yourself of other people's programs, expectations, and pictures of you, the more powerful you will become. Many of those future pictures involve meeting unrealistic or inappropriate standards given to you by others. Many of those ideals represent beliefs of others that you try to fit onto yourself. Look clearly at your expectations of yourself, especially those you constantly fail to meet. They can be indicators of areas
in which who you want to be is not fitting with your true needs. The pain you feel at the difference, the feelings of heaviness, fear or darkness only exist because you are trying to “wear” energy that does not belong to you.

Knowing who you are requires reflective time, quiet time. Time alone is some of the most important time you can create. I am not speaking of time in which you are frantically thinking of something, but peaceful time in which you are not thinking of anything. The stillness of the mind creates space for ideas to come into your reality and be born. Inspiration is born in stillness. It may be a week or more before a new idea comes into your conscious awareness. But do not let the time delay keep you from seeing the connection between quiet time and the creativity that comes later.

Being alone, sitting quietly, allowing yourself to rest physically, emotionally, and mentally will give you an increasingly clear sense of self. In those still times you are not playing out any role or any identity, and your soul can speak to you more clearly. You have the clearest sense of your own energy when you are not around others, when you are alone. Some of you are around others all the time, and when you finally find yourself alone you create a million things to do—anything to keep from thinking, reflecting and being quiet. You have been taught that productivity and creating things you can see, touch or hear is more valuable than quiet time. However, reflective time is the source of energy revitalization, of clear seeing, of ideas and inspiration. Begin valuing any time you can create to sit or lie and be quiet. Practice not thinking of anything, for stillness is the doorway to sensing energy and to opening your intuition. It is also the highest and most effective form of self-healing that you will find.

PLAYSHEET

1 | Think of an upcoming meeting with a friend or loved one.

2 | What is the higher purpose of your meeting? It could be to encourage or support each other or to help with a decision. Even if it is purely social, see if you can discover the higher purpose in your being together.
How could you assist the other person in creating a higher vision of who they are? How could they assist you in the same way? The next time you are together, decide you will focus and act on the higher purpose of the meeting.

Bringing the Unconscious into Consciousness

You have within you all the tools you need to become what you want. As you learn to sense energy, you can also evolve the energy you experience. As you become conscious of the energy around you, you can note when your energy is high, and bring it even higher. This allows you to evolve the pictures in your mind and focus your intent so that you can become clearer, go higher, and expand and evolve.

When you ask the universe for more, it is important to be open as to how it comes, for the universe will give it to you in the fastest, most efficient way possible. You may need to let go of certain attitudes or images before you can have something, so you will set up situations to release them. If you are ready to go higher, it is time to let go of any pictures about how you will get there.
You can evolve more quickly by bringing your unconscious to consciousness, for the conscious mind is the light that evolves the unconscious. You are by no means run by hidden drives or unknown programs. You have been given the ability to look inward and find answers.

To bring the unconscious to consciousness, focus on finding the light around any situation. You will find answers coming, without the need to use your mind to analyze and think. If you want an answer, imagine that you hold the situation in your hands. Imagine light coming into that image, and then release it to your higher self or to a higher being in the universe.

You are not at the mercy of hidden drives or unknown programs. You have the ability to look inward and find answers.

If you seek an answer, all you need do is ask, then listen. Some things get in the way of your listening, however, and one of those is your picture of what reality is and how it operates. Another interference is a mind that chatters incessantly, one that keeps thinking when you need to rest or think in another way.

Bringing the unconscious into consciousness is the challenge of every situation you are in. If you feel that something you do not understand has happened, already you are spending much time with the intent to solve it, analyze it, and know it. You are sending a beacon of energy out into the universe. Immediately answers are being broadcast back to you. If you expect the answer to come in a certain way or be a certain answer, then it will be difficult for new and more expansive answers to come through. Take any question you want answered and stop thinking of it for a week. Once you have asked a question, it is important to let go of it. If you could take any issue and not think of it for even one day, you would find a whole new energy around the situation.

Another way of bringing the unconscious up into the known is to sit quietly with yourself and work with your images. If you are going back and forth over an issue, then neither answer is completely right. If you had the right answer, you would not be going back and forth. You can help release this situation by seeing yourself finding an answer. If you cannot see why certain things are happening to you, hold an image of yourself understanding things easily and quickly. You can go back into your memory and recall all the times you did understand events as they were happening.

Whatever is happening in your life is coming from an image you hold about yourself. The images you send out attract situations to you. These pictures are absolutely available to your conscious awareness. You can change any situation by looking at and changing your vision of yourself.

If you were to sit for a few minutes, put on peaceful music and think of nothing else except the situation at hand, you would find yourself moving through it very quickly and able to let go of it afterwards, not needing to think of it over and over. In moving to higher levels of consciousness, certain qualities must exist. One is focus. If your mind is always thinking of ten or fifteen issues, it may take weeks to move through them. If you find yourself thinking of many things and feeling pressured, scattered, busy, or if you find there is not enough time, your mind is trying to handle too many things. Each moment has its
highest purpose, each person you are with has his or her highest purpose. If you are ready to move into higher levels of energy you can do so by increasing the amount of time you spend there.

You can become aware, when your energy is down, of what took it there. I will tell you what things take most people’s energy down: talking about mundane or negative things; reading articles in newspapers or magazines which speak of pain or struggle without a higher reason for it; not listening to the flow of your body (not resting when tired, not being active when energy is there); thinking of past times in which you were hurt; fearing the future.

You bring up your energy when you do what you feel like doing. If you set a goal to get something done, and yet you want to do something else, you would raise your energy by getting up and doing the other thing. You may find the goal you set has changed. Or, you may find the break just what you needed to recharge your enthusiasm.

As you focus on what is good about people, you enable them to achieve it.

There are many ways to bring up your energy. Start by becoming aware of what you say to people. Are you building them up? Are you holding an ennobling vision of them? Whatever you point a finger at will grow—if you focus on people’s weakness, emphasizing in your mind what is wrong with them, it will grow. If you have any situations in your life that are not working, the more you picture them as not working, the more you create it as so.

When two people first fall in love, they see the best in each other and hold that vision. Suddenly, they find themselves able to accomplish new things and find old, negative patterns leaving. You can greatly assist people by holding an image for them of their success, joy and abundance.

Be aware of the images you create about yourself when you speak to others.

Do you speak of prosperity, joy, and abundance or do you speak of pain, problems and woes? People form images of you as you speak to them. You may think that if you told everyone how abundant your life is when it isn’t you’d be lying—but I will say if you tell everyone how abundant your life is, very shortly you will be telling the truth! Watch your words and your energy as you move through the day. The instant you notice that your energy is dropping in any way, that doubts are creeping into your mind, that you are feeling bad about who you are, stop. Take a deep breath and look inward for a higher image. You broadcast images from moment to moment, and people pick them up and respond to them.

If you want to know why something happened to you, hold up the belief that you do know why. It is important to learn forgiveness, because every time you replay a negative memory, making yourself wrong, you are creating it again in the future. In moments of crisis a new self is often born, a baby self, one that has just come into being with the crisis. Like a small child it may not have the skills to handle things perfectly or beautifully, and yet that self is growing every moment. It is not a gift to this new being if you go back and send it images of its wrongness.
You never do anything that is not in some way an attempt to bring more light into your life.

You can go back to any crisis and see that a new self, a new part of you was born. It is a stronger and clearer part, a part that is more committed to your life, your truth, your growth.

You may be setting up a crisis right now, a challenge or dilemma, to prepare for the birth of a new self. You are always going for the light. You may have interpreted what you did as not being the best you could do, so it is important to go back and change your vision, release and forgive yourself, and see what you learned. Look at what qualities the situation is developing or developed in you. It may be leading you to a deeper truth or helping you learn about what you want by experiencing what you don't want. You may be learning to see your own light and to become more powerful, assertive, and clearly focused. Whatever you think you are not, you are working on becoming. Whatever any of you are asking for right now, you will have, but it may not come in the way you expect it.

Watch the energy of everyone you meet when they speak to you. Watch their words, and if you sense your energy dropping become extra alert. Pay attention to the topic. You will find that there are things to speak of with other people that bring up your energy, and things that do not. You have the ability to change the topic into something that raises the level of the interaction. Notice what thoughts you carry around in your mind. Whatever thoughts are on your mind when you die will be those that will direct you to where you are going afterwards. Where are your thoughts during the day? How often are you thinking of your highest vision, your higher self?

To bring the subconscious into the higher self, look at each area of your life and ask, "What is my highest vision?"

You may think that you need to be involved in the daily, mundane details of your life, and yet these things can get taken care of effortlessly if you are focused on your highest vision and your higher path. Look at your level of abundance, how much you let the universe give you. Is there a way to increase how much you receive? It is important to find your deeper motivation. If you want more money, why? What do you think you will get from having money that you do not have now? If you want something, what is your motivation? If you knew your motivation you would know the driving force behind everything you do. Motivation is a driving force that can bring anything you want. You may be saying "if I had this car, or that job, or a man, I would be happy." There is more here than meets the eye. If you knew your deepest motivation for having these, you could have your needs met in many ways. It may be that you want more security or delight, to feel more relaxed, or loved, or to receive more. When you are in touch with the essence of what you desire, you can have it in many ways. If you do not focus on a specific thing to bring you what you want, the universe can truly begin bringing you abundance in many ways.

When you think of issues you want to resolve you have two choices—you can ask your higher self to give you a
higher vision of the issue, or you can release the issue to your higher self and ask that your higher self take care of it for you. The best solutions come from your higher self.

It is important to create new and higher images of yourself. Ask your friends to hold specific images of you, such as picturing you succeeding at something you are doing. If you do not have new pictures your mind will be much more tempted to fall back into the old ways of thinking. If you were filled with thoughts of what would be absolutely joyful in your life, such as traveling, more free time, a loving relationship, a physical body that is becoming stronger and more fit every day, you would not have time to think at the old, more painful or mundane levels.

When you evolve your images you evolve the energy you sense. You can control the energy you come in contact with. If you find people talking about you in a way that does not match your higher vision, or thinking about you in a way that is not honoring you, rather than being open to receiving their images, begin broadcasting your own pictures back to them. If you want them to see you as strong and powerful, send an image to them of yourself as strong and powerful. If you think of how you are wrong, you will send that image to them and they will find more ways to make you wrong.

See everyone as expanding and growing, and you will see yourself that way also.

Begin broadcasting positive pictures to others. See them as achieving their goals and creating success. You can take responsibility for sending out high pictures of yourself and others. See the gems that lie buried in people. Acknowledge them when you see them, speak of their progress, their growth and beauty. If they want to give you a negative story of their life, do not sympathize but go into a role of compassion and help them see the gifts the situation is giving them. If you hear people speaking of negative things immediately send them positive pictures and change the conversation.

Hold an image of your higher purpose, then the thoughts and pictures that come into your mind will lead in that direction. You wonder if the pictures you get in your mind are the truth or just something you made up. When you receive or become aware of images about your path, you may wonder if it is what you are to do or if it is just wishful thinking or incorrect information.

If you ask for guidance, trust the messages that come into your mind.

Sometimes they may be simple, telling you the next step. It may be something as mundane as going to the post office or writing a letter. Some of you want to know your path for many months and years ahead and yet, if you knew it, it would only be a probable form, and one that could perhaps limit you. Some of you would become overwhelmed and find it hard to start. You might even find it less than joyful to know your whole future in advance. If you want more than you have right now, you can have it by trusting. Once you are determined to have abundance, what will come is even more than you could picture. If you want a vision of what to do with your life and you do not have it, it may simply be a matter of time. You may be get-
ting prepared for that vision. You can bring anything you want to consciousness. If you feel blocked you can find answers by asking for them. You can evolve any situation with an image of light, and you can release any problem to the universe to resolve for you in the highest way.

Sometimes the greatest sense of joy can come from knowing you are not alone, that if you ask for guidance and assistance it will be there. If you are ready to link up with the universe you can have anything you want. You are not alone; if you are centered on your highest purpose you will find every door opening. The universe will give you ideas and assistance; people will reach out to you with help, money, advice, love, and support. Make the commitment. Do it now. Go for your highest purpose. Hold steady that vision of your highest good and be open for surprises.

All of you have pictures of what it would mean to love yourself more. For some of you it might mean a better job, or the resolution of a problem. If you want more self-love, the first challenge is to see if you can evolve your pictures of self-love. Everything you thought of as loving to yourself two years ago, you most probably have right now. Yet somehow when you got it you did not feel as loved as you expected. Look at what you want right now and ask, “What is the essence behind it?” If you want, for instance, a new place to live, what is the essence behind it? What do you really want? It may be peace and quiet, or more sunlight. You can get all of those things in different ways, right now.

Every time you think of the future you project energy into it, even if you mumble, “I never get things done,” or “I don’t know why this happened to me,” or “I wish I hadn’t done it.” Every comment you make is directing energy, towards the past, the present or the future. If you could become aware of even one hundredth of the thoughts you are sending out into the future and evolve them, within a month you would know delight that exceeds all of your pictures today. Every single statement you make about yourself, to a friend or even to yourself becomes a truth. You project energy every moment. If you want a better future, speak of it, picture it, say it to others. Only you can create for yourself what you want. It is the greatest power, honor and gift you have ever been given.
PLAYSHEET

1 | Take a situation in your life you would like to understand; perhaps to learn why you created it or what it is teaching you. Write it here.

2 | Sit quietly, relax, and close your eyes. Imagine you are holding the situation in your hands. Imagine light pouring into this situation, and release it to your higher self. See yourself receiving answers. Think of nothing else but this situation for five or ten minutes.

3 | In what way is this situation going to add to your personal power as you move through it? What is it teaching you? What soul qualities are you developing (such as love, patience, tolerance, and trust)? As you understand this situation, you will move through it more rapidly.
Evolving Your Inner Images: Releasing the True Self

You carry many images of who you are that sit in a matrix of energy around your body. What are images? They are pictures of reality you hold in your mind. You use them as models to judge if you are good or bad, to decide how you will act and speak, and whom you will be with. They also create your boundaries and limits, and determine how far you can go. A lifetime is a journey out of darkness into light; through evolving your images you can bring more light into your life.

All of you have basic definitions you live by. You may see yourself as being strong, hard-working, intelligent, fun-loving, generous, kind, friendly. You create your experience of reality based on your image of yourself as a man or a woman. Your particular images determine your limits. If you see yourself as generous, for instance, you will either have to be generous all the time or judge yourself harshly when you are not generous.

Your definition of yourself as a man or a woman greatly influences your behavior.

Group images of women tend to involve serving, taking care of others, being responsible for relationships, being nice, being liked. Images of men focus on being assertive and strong, and ignoring feelings.

Many viewpoints of reality come from religious upbringing. For a moment, pause and look within. Go back to your childhood and ask what images you carry within you about the nature of the universe that come from your religious upbringing. You may think there is a God who punishes you when you are bad and rewards you when you are good. You may be afraid of the dark side of yourself. You might think you have no religion, yet everyone has a religious orientation, even if it is the belief in intuition and your creative self. Religious or philosophical beliefs are among the strongest images people have; they determine what you think about the nature of the universe and how you respond to it. Do you imagine you will be rewarded if you are good? Do you think that certain types of behavior are good and others are not? Those ideas often come from your religious background.

Your parents passed many of their images on to you. You selected your parents for the images they would give you that would bring to consciousness the inner and outer self you chose to work on in this lifetime. Think of your parents for a moment. Who are they? Think of some of
their beliefs about money and abundance. Do you have feelings about those beliefs, either good or bad? Think about how your parents feel or felt about their relationship to each other. Take the parent that is the same sex as you. What does he or she believe about being a man or a woman? Do you share those images? Think about your parent of the opposite sex. What images does he or she have? Do you see yourself with any of those patterns in your relationships?

Imagine that you are standing in the center of a circle and around you are all the people you are close to. Each friend holds a vision of who you are. As you stand in this circle, allow yourself to bring to consciousness the images you are receiving from your friends. Pretend you are facing someone you are very close to—a husband, a wife, a friend, a loved one. Who is this person? What pictures is he or she sending to you about who you are? What images are you sending to this person? As you think of what you are sending, look at this person’s soul right now and ask if there are images you could send that would help him or her evolve. You can help people grow by focusing on their potential. What pictures would you like this person to hold of you? See him or her sending you those images.

Pay attention to the pictures you send people. Are you holding them back, or helping them rise higher with your images?

People absolutely pick up the images you hold of them. Often, long-term relationships cannot survive because people are not willing to change their pictures of each other. One may hold on to an old image of the other as immature and irresponsible long after the other wants to change that behavior. Because of that image, it may be harder for the other to change. All of you have experienced yourself around your parents, who may hold onto very old images of you. Sometimes you go to them with your newfound strength, grown up and mature, and you find within five minutes you are acting out old, immature roles. Rather than feeling unhappy with yourself, use the opportunity to look at the images your parents hold of you, and realize how affected you can be by other people’s views of who you are.

The minute you become aware of other people’s pictures of you, telepathically send them a higher image. Often you accept their pictures without question, and not only accept them, but act them out. When you do so, you are living other people’s scripts for you, rather than writing your own. You are dancing on their stage. As long as you do this, people who do not hold high thoughts about you will be detrimental to be around. But once you learn to recognize their images, you can begin to change them by sending them new pictures of yourself. Then you can be around them without being affected by their images—if you choose to be around them.

One way to free yourself from the grip of a rigid inner image is to exaggerate it in your mind. Say you are criticizing yourself for acting like a child around your parents, or falling into old behavior. Rather than resisting acting this way around your parents, exaggerate it in your mind. Really get into acting like a child. This enables you to see more clearly what those images are. As you exaggerate your images, you stop running from and fearing them, and they cease to control you. Often as you exaggerate
behavior, it triggers your humorous side, which also frees you from the grip of that behavior.

You can change or eliminate those obsessive thoughts and pictures you flash over and over in your own mind. Sometimes they are pictures of pain, or memories of a time when someone abandoned or hurt you, or of a time when you did not get what you wanted. Many people experience a constant flow of negative pictures. Much of it comes from a cultural image of scarcity, that there is not enough, that you must work hard and struggle to get what you want, that someone else’s success takes away from yours. That is an image I see people uniting to change. Pioneers of the New Age, those people who are learning about spiritual transformation, higher consciousness and love, are working to broadcast new, higher, lighter images to the world, including pictures of abundance.

Pictures are easier for people to pick up than words.

As a spiritual teacher, I am constantly broadcasting energy, transmitting images of love and peace through my thought-impulses. If you would like someone to change, send him or her images. For instance, say you want a person to be more productive. Rather than criticize (which sends a negative picture and reinforces the very behavior you would like to see changed), imagine the person being productive. Rather than point out the person’s lack of accomplishments, acknowledge and praise each instance of the productivity you would like to see more of. You will be assisting him or her with your picture. And, whether or not the person changes, you will find the energy between you lighter.

Obsessive thoughts and feelings about a relationship, such as jealousy or pain, are keyed into your emotional aura, which is often very undeveloped compared to your mind. You are taught to value your mind and intellect more than your emotions, so there is much more attention paid to evolving the mind than the emotions. How free are you from the grip of your emotions? It is essential you become aware of the pictures you are carrying in your mind. When you find yourself flashing a negative picture over and over, it is simply a cry from your emotions for attention and help, and most of all, for love. For instance, if you are feeling exceptionally jealous, and you are constantly flashing pictures in your mind of your loved one seeing someone else, there is a part of you that is feeling rejected or abandoned by your own higher self.

Your soul is integrating all the parts of you and bringing them up to higher consciousness. Images that are obsessively painful are a cry from that part of you which most longs to be nurtured, to be loved and united with your higher self. If you catch that part showing you negative pictures, convert those pictures into symbols. If someone is pushing you away, see him symbolizing an energy within you. Imagine that he represents a part of you that is pushing your higher self away, and imagine yourself embracing and loving that part.

Everyone has a side that does not want to be light, joyful or high in its images or thoughts. Take that side and imagine you are exposing it to the sunlight, letting it breathe fresh air; visualize light coming into your dark or gloomy side. Within hours you will feel less negative. Every time you do not allow this side to take over, you strengthen your will and increase your connection to your higher self.

Beliefs such as “I am a good person, I am a spiritual person, I am a loving person” both determine your behavior
and can limit you. If you define yourself with a fixed image, such as “I am a nice person,” you will constantly be judging what you do as nice or not nice. If nice is defined rigidly for you, such as “nice people always say thank you,” and someone you like doesn’t say it, you will have to either change your definition of nice or judge your friend as not nice. An inflexible image will trap you in the world of polarities; right vs. wrong, good vs. bad. Expand your definitions of who you and other people are. Examine and unlock your images, let them become flexible and open rather than judgmental and closed. As long as you are comparing all your actions to fixed images of how you should be, you will be caught in the world of judgment and unable to evolve to higher levels.

To release images, become consciously aware of them. Honor your conscious mind. The time you spend analyzing yourself, from a peaceful state, brings your unconscious into consciousness; through this process evolution occurs. Every time you find a negative or limiting self-image, imagine light coming into it. You need not do anything else. (If you want to put more energy into it, you can find a symbol and play with it, healing the symbol.) Simply imagining light coming into the picture will change it. Use your imagination consciously.

What do you want? You may spend a great deal of time thinking of what you do not want, filling your mind and spirit with pictures of injuries or wrongs that were done you. Every time you flash those pictures in your mind, you are literally sending them out to the future and creating them again. Negative things happen to you only to show you an image you are carrying that is not aligned with your higher good. Thank anything you respond negatively to, anything you see as a problem, for bringing your attention to a part of you that needs healing and more light.

Use your imagination to picture the highest healing path you can take, to create a vision of why you are here.

Ask yourself, “What is the most spiritual thing I can do with my life?” Beyond the forms you create, what is your highest aim? What is the most important thing you want to do? It may be that you want to evolve your soul. You may want to grow as fast as you can comfortably handle, or broadcast healing. Hold that vision every day. Go as high as you can with your imagination. Fantasize about your perfect life. The higher you go, the more quickly the images and thoughtforms that do not fit your growth will dissolve. Do not reach ahead just a year or two but ask, “What could be my greatest accomplishment during this lifetime?” Do not worry about the form or how you will do it. Every time you create one picture or vision, you open the door to an even greater picture. Hold an image in front of you. Let the energy of that image come into your body. Become consciously aware of the light in everything you do, and you will evolve rapidly in this lifetime.

Know that other people will reflect back to you every image you carry within. If they say something negative to you, and evoke a strong response, thank them for reflecting back to you an image of yourself you need to change.

When you carry images such as “I am powerful, I truly love and value myself, I have enough money, enough love, etc.” you will begin to see those images sent back to you. Consciously send others higher images. Hold a vision of your higher self in everything you do. Honor the higher self in everyone you meet, and you will find it honored in you.
PLAYSHEET

1 | Write out a description of yourself in as many words as you like. For instance, "I am a spiritual person."

2 | Now expand this description, make it an even higher picture of who you are. Speak of yourself in the most complimentary, glowing terms you can, being truthful, of course. For instance, "I am a hardworking, loving person who cares deeply for other people. I make my spiritual growth a priority. I practice, as often as I can, unconditional love." Make this description as high and loving as you can.

3 | Notice how you felt as you wrote the second description. The more you can see yourself from a higher view, the more accurately you are seeing who you are.
Finding Your Deepest Truth

This lifetime is a journey of finding your deepest level of truth. Every situation in your life that is causing you struggle or pain is an area in which you are learning about being true to your soul.

You have many roles you play, and you experience different truths at different times. You may rehearse a speech, but when you go to see someone you find yourself saying something completely different. So you ask, “What is truth?” What is true one moment may not be true the next. Is truth fluid or is there a deeper truth that will last from moment to moment? All of you are fluid at the personality level, with many identities. Your soul, your core self, holds that deeper truth.

Compassion is the ability to put yourself in the other person’s shoes.

Finding truth means coming from your heart and moving closer to your soul. Finding truth means holding every situation up to the light. What is that light? It comes foremost from the heart and is a deep level of compassion. In developing the quality of compassion you will be developing the ability to come from your deeper truth. All of you know people who cause you pain by not honoring or valuing you. You may want something from them that you are not getting. It can be on a business or a personal level. The situation can always be handled by coming from a deeper level of compassion.

You may say, “What is the benefit of coming from my deepest truth? I think I will just plow along and tackle things in my normal way.” The benefit is the joy, the peace, and the serenity that so many of you desire.

Truth also comes from the feeling level. How many times have you had a feeling to call somebody and found that he was thinking of you when you did, and it was the perfect time to reach him? How many times have you had a feeling that it was not the time to call someone, but you ignored it and called anyway, and found the energy did not work between you, or she was not home? Every one of you has the ability to fine tune your sensing of energy and the sensing of the truth within you. How do you find this deeper inner truth? How do you step outside of all of the images you live by and the roles you play?

You do not have to go through pain and struggle to grow.

The doorway to deeper truth is awareness. It is paying attention to, and holding up, the vision of truth. The more you act from integrity, the more evolved you become.
Every situation in your life that requires truth from you, that requires you to reach into a deeper level of your being, is an opportunity to grow. The more pain and struggle you experience, the greater the amount of energy you clean up when you come from your deeper level. Thank those situations in your life that seem difficult or painful. Know that they are opportunities to reach a deeper truth. Not a truth that will separate you, bring you anger, vengeance, or justification, or make the other person wrong and you right or vice versa, but a truth that will allow you to connect at a deeper level. To raise your energy higher, go inward and ask if you are withholding from yourself the truth of what you feel or think about the other person. If you do not let yourself see the truth, you will have another person and another sent your way until you do get in touch with your deepest truth.

For instance, you may have always wanted affection and nurturing from your partner. You get into relationships that don’t satisfy those deeper needs, and you tell yourself you shouldn’t and don’t need it. Your deepest truth is that you do need it, and until you get in touch with that truth and act upon it you will continually experience pain.

Every time you act and speak from truth and integrity you lighten your energy. Your aura is like a fog. Each time you speak the truth the energy around you becomes finer and lighter, until the sunlight is pouring through it into your body. Every drama in your outer life is a reflection of a drama in your inner life. Every person you are interacting with in your outer life symbolizes an interaction of energy that is going on within you. Think of a person in your life you are struggling with. Imagine you are looking at yourself through his or her eyes. Put yourself in his or her place. Go into your heart and see yourself coming from a deep, compassionate level of truth with that person. See the person responding with joy as the energy between you grows lighter. If you have been feeling angry or resentful of someone, and you come from your deepest truth, you may realize that you have felt competitive with him or her, or that you really love the person even if he or she disappointed you. From that place you can let go of the hurt and speak to this person with love.

Every person and event offers you an opportunity to clean up your energy, evolve yourself, and move higher. The greatest reward is that once an issue is cleared up you will never have to deal with it again. You cannot be hurt by another person unless you are hurting yourself. You cannot be betrayed, undervalued or unloved unless you are doing it to yourself by not valuing and loving yourself.

*You have the greatest power of all, the ability to heal yourself.*

When you heal yourself, everything around you that represented your inner struggle dissolves. You can heal yourself by speaking the truth from a deep level of compassion. For instance, you may be thinking that someone doesn’t value your feelings. As you look one level deeper at the truth, you say to yourself, “She is just being herself and she isn’t very aware of anyone’s feelings, not just mine.” Or, “She’s in pain herself and doesn’t realize she’s hurting me.” As you look even deeper, you see that you have let her treat you that way, that you haven’t valued your own feelings either, and that there have been many times you wanted to speak up. You can continue to look deeper, until you feel a release from the pain, and acceptance for the other person.
Look at the different personalities within you. One is very strong, another observes everything you do with detachment, another is young and emotional, and another is very wise. If there is any drama going on around you, you can be assured that there is a drama going on inside of you between your various parts.

One woman felt betrayed by her girlfriend when a secret she had confided was spoken to another. Upon closer examination, she realized that she had betrayed her true self in many ways, and that the outer drama was to show her what she was doing to herself.

Coming from compassion means coming from truth. How often do you rehearse in your mind what you are going to say to someone because you are justifying yourself, coming from ego, talking about how great you are, or how right you are? Every time you find yourself mentally rehearsing a situation (as all of you do, over and over) ask, "Can I come from one deeper level of truth?" You can always find one way in which to be more loving, understanding and compassionate.

Finding your deepest truth means looking within. It means not blaming other people, not playing the victim and not spending time feeling sorry for yourself. When you look more deeply at any situation, you can always see that you set it up for your growth. In any situation you feel you were a victim you always had an inkling of what was going on, and ignored opportunities to change things.

As you look more deeply at things that really bother you, I want to propose a thought: Nothing you are upset about is caused by what you think. For instance, you may be upset that your friend accused you of doing something you didn’t do. Upon deeper examination, you will find that it is a recreation of an earlier pain, played out over and over in changing scenery with different people until you resolve it. It may be a reenactment of a childhood drama in which you were accused of things you didn’t do. Pain, anger, or resentment you feel now almost always comes from a similar childhood experience. You recreate the pain so that you can move beyond it. Next time you feel angry at someone, stop. Close your eyes and go within. See that you have had similar experiences before. Realize that you are reliving some childhood decision and that now is an opportunity to end this pattern in your life and come from your deepest truth. Realize other people are only drawn to play out certain roles with you to help you evolve. Let go of any anger or blame you have towards them.

You have the ability to know your truth.

The truth is that you are a great being; you have within you the compassion, courage, strength, and wisdom to come from a high level at all times. You act out roles that do not reflect the greatness of who you are, but they are only roles and not your true self.

The more you can be aware of the thoughts coming into your mind, the more control you will have over the drama that is happening inside of you. You can think of your thoughts as little men that come marching up, one, two, three. If you could stop each one and hold it up to the light you would find better ways of thinking. It is a matter of attention and awareness, taking each thought you have and examining it to see if it is really a true statement or not.

Coming from the truth means paying attention to energy. Often you do not notice what is happening until the situation is so painful you must go inward, meditate, think, and put yourself in another person’s shoes. That
may be the whole reason you created the situation. If you were to do these things frequently, life would be easier. If, when you felt uncomfortable, you went inward and opened your heart with compassion, things would not reach crisis level.

Every time you rehearse in your mind what you will say to people, you are sending energy into your future interaction with them. Often you rehearse so that you may come from a deeper and more compassionate level in your actual communication. If you can make this the goal of mental rehearsal you will find your relationships clearing up. If you are rehearsing to protect or justify yourself or get something from another person, you will find yourself uncomfortable when you are speaking to him or her. You will have an incomplete communication, one which will lead to further energy expenditure and perhaps further struggle. That is why it is better to wait, when you are angry with someone, until you can come from a loving space of your deepest truth, rather than act out of anger.

Why is it so difficult to look another person in the eyes and come from your deepest truth? Is it because of fear of loss? Is it a fear you won't be loved if you reveal your deeper being? For some of you, it is a fear of being vulnerable. It is often easier to play out roles that say, “I am strong and invincible, I am a perfect person,” than to take down the walls and uncover who you are to another person. When you have nothing to lose, it certainly is easier to come from your deepest truth. The universe may put you in a situation in which you have nothing to lose so that you can experience coming from your deepest truth and thus clean up a relationship. But you do not need to get to the point where you have nothing to lose to speak the truth.

Imagine in front of you, right now, anyone with whom you would like to clean up an issue or make the relation-

ship between you better. See the person’s face in front of you, his or her eyes looking at you with complete understanding and compassion. Picture the person accepting your truth. Mentally say something to him or her that will take both of you higher.

As you think over
what you will say to someone,
hold the image of your deepest truth,
and practice loving ways of expressing it.

Each time you rehearse, you become more efficient and confident, and you will find an even better way to express yourself. Be kind and gentle with yourself. When you first begin to speak truth, you may find there is a part of you that criticizes you for not having done it better. If you find yourself reviewing past events, don’t make yourself wrong for the way you spoke or acted. Instead, see that you did the best you knew how. You can send energy backward or forward, so the energy you send from your heart can heal a situation in the past. Recognize that what you learned opened up your truth.

At a certain level, everyone knows the truth about each other. You may try not to see the truth, but you do indeed know it at some level. There is no hiding from each other, and there is no need to do so. You are a magnificent, beautiful, alive human being, doing the very best you know how. All of you are deeply aware of each other, and when you match your words and actions precisely to that awareness, you evolve. You may think it is not kind to speak your mind, to speak up, if you hold an image that it is not understanding and sympathetic. You may think you are doing someone a favor by covering up your feelings,
but you may be setting up a drama where the only way out is through the truth. You may even have to end a relationship if that is what it takes to detach enough to speak the truth.

Honoring your deepest truth is a great gift to you and to the other person.

This does not mean that truth should be expressed by making the other person wrong. Your deepest truth will be spoken with love for yourself and for the other person. If what you say is damaging or harmful to the other person, then you have not come from your deepest truth which is always loving.

For instance, a woman was dating a man who later left her for another woman. She was very hurt, and on the surface wanted to strike out at him and make him feel less about himself. Her first inclination, feeling hurt and rejected, was to make him wrong. As she got in touch with her deeper truth, she realized that she truly loved him, wanted him to be a friend, and saw that what she did in the past—close her heart and walk away—was not her truth. Even though she felt hurt, she was able to recognize the love underlying the pain and express that love in her communication. Within several months, the man came back to her, a new level of respect and love for her in his heart.

Many of you hold up an image of truth, and yet you deceive yourself about who you are. You do so when you imagine yourself as a victim, for you are not a victim; you are a high, powerful being. You deceive yourself any time you do not acknowledge your beauty, wisdom and power. Any time you find yourself sinking into feelings of self-pity or depression you are deluding yourself and not coming from your truth. When you deceive yourself, you carry that energy within you, and you will see it played out in the world around you. If you are telling yourself that you are not powerful, you begin to set up a resonance in your energy field and you attract people and events to you that mirror that thought. As you clean up your energy, become truthful about who you are, so will the universe reflect that truth.

Take a situation you want to improve with someone and imagine that the very wisest part of you—your highest being, the confident, powerful, loving part of you—is handling it. See a smile on the other person's face, and talk to the person in your mind. Any time you find yourself speaking in a way that is not confident and high, first acknowledge that you are doing the best you know how. Appreciate all the parts of you. It is not going to heal you to make the high part right and the emotional part wrong. Keep focusing on the higher part of your self and give the insecure part love, and it will evolve.

Watch as you rehearse scenes in your mind. Observe yourself playing out your roles; look at the reaction you anticipate from the other person. Notice that what you expect you often get. Hold in your mind a vision of yourself releasing and speaking your truth, in a most loving and compassionate way, putting yourself in the other person's shoes. See it as the highest and most healing thing you can do for the relationship. Imagine the other person responding with warm understanding. A sense of joy and energy will surely follow, for it takes far more energy to withhold the truth, deny and not see it, than to see it, speak and act upon it.

Initially it may take energy to open up, but consider the overall results: the amount of time you spend thinking
about the situation and the pain you feel will be over. You will have hours of free time. What will you do with all that extra time?

You release creative energy when you free yourself from any deceptive situation. As you speak, practice accuracy and precision with your words. Watch with care every statement you make and attitude you assume, so as to negate any tendency to emotional misrepresentation. Don’t overemphasize details or exaggerate the usual and commonplace into the unusual and uncommon. Develop the ability to produce a true picture of things as they really are and it will help you create what you want in physical reality. As you match your words with the truth, your energy will go higher and higher. You will have more physical energy, more peace and better connections with people. Those friends who do not want to come from a deeper truth with you will be replaced by new people who do. The old, uncomfortable situations you have set up will not be able to survive in your new level of light, and they will dissolve.

PLAYSHEET

1 | Is there anyone in your life you have withheld truth from? Write down what you really want to say to him or her. Let it come out without judgment.

2 | Now that you have written it, is there an even deeper level of truth you can come from, one that is softer, more compassionate and acknowledging of the other person as a loving individual? Rewrite what you wrote above.
3 | You can keep doing this until you see the real issue between you. Then imagine light and joy between you as you release the truth.

IX

Journey into Light: Going Higher

There many levels of energy in the universe, from the coarser or denser levels all the way up to the levels of great mastery. The coarser levels exist as heavy emotions and negative thoughts. The higher levels are beyond polarities, beyond good and bad, beyond the storms of the emotions. They are levels of increasing love, light and personal power. There are lessons at every level, and one of the easiest ways to go higher is to acknowledge the lessons as challenges and opportunities for growth. As you go higher the challenges do not stop, but they do change in their nature. You could not grow without challenges. Your attitude towards them either helps you go higher and grow faster, or keeps you in the dense levels longer.

The more you dislike problems, the more you rebel against things not going your way, the longer your problems will stay with you. These denser levels of energy are like quicksand, pulling you down. When you are caught in
them your thoughts revolve around what you consider to be problems. As you move to higher levels, your thoughts move also, and you begin thinking about what your soul can accomplish, how your soul can evolve your personality, and how you can follow your spiritual path. Each of you in your own way seeks to know yourself. To sense energy, you must know the self; put energy and time into the self, and become aware of who you are and what you are thinking. You can increase self-awareness by paying attention to your thoughts. Record them and divide them into categories. In each category, such as thoughts about an intimate relationship, see how high your level of thinking is. Thoughts that are negative or self-destructive are on the dense or lower side; thoughts that are positive, optimistic or healing are on the finer, higher side.

One way out from denser energy levels into higher energy is through your will and intent. You can go higher by simply affirming that you intend to go higher. Battling with the problems or struggling with the issues gets you bogged down. Sometimes the mind loves to get involved in arguing, in resisting and struggling, which keeps you in the lower energies.

Every time you come to an issue that you cannot resolve, affirm to yourself that you have the will and intent to go higher. The imagination has the ability to take you higher by creating a vision of what you want to be.

The ability to make yourself right rather than wrong will help you grow faster.

Learn to affirm that everything you do, whether you understand why or not, is perfect for your growth. Many of you have chosen a fast course of evolution, wanting to evolve quickly all at once. Many of you want to complete many parts of your soul's journey during this life, choosing a steep path of growth rather than a slow and gradual one.

Transformation of the planet begins in transformation of the self. Evolution starts with the commitment and intent to go higher. Pay attention to your thoughts and your emotions, and become aware of the messages in the challenges you are going through. Avoid getting stuck in issues; look at them as if they were to your side rather than in front you. Focus on what you want rather than what you don't want. Once you have demonstrated to the universe that you intend to go higher, you will be flooded with new insights on what to do. The universe will begin to show you the way.

Many of you feel that your struggles are insurmountable. Some of you struggle to establish a deep love or the right connection with another. Some of you wrestle with your appearance, diet, nutrition, or exercise. You may debate—is this the right way or is that the right way? All of you have the inner knowledge to know what is the right way for you. You have the wisdom if you listen to your inner self. You have an abundance of information coming to you right now. Perhaps one of the greatest challenges facing all of you is knowing what information to use and what information not to use. Information is flooding the planet. There are books to read, advice on what to eat, what not to eat, how to feel, how not to feel. I see a great deal of confusion at all these facts. Some of you feel that if you could force yourself to eat all the right foods, follow all the rules and work on yourself constantly you would be a perfect, evolved person. The ego and the mind would like evolution to be structured and formulated; not so the soul.
Childhood programming and a desire to be part of the group teach you that what everyone else is doing is the right way. But each of you is completely different. Your nutritional needs, exercise and sunlight requirements, relationships, desires, and work are different.

There is no one right way to evolve or pursue your soul's path. It is up to you to choose whatever is best for you.

Awareness of your own energy will tell you what is good for you. When you see all the books you have in your home, hear about all those weight loss processes, for instance, don't ask yourself, "What should I try?" but ask instead "What would I love to do?" The things that you would love to do, books that you would delight in reading, things you can't wait to try are good for you. Those that you feel you should or must do are not appropriate for who you are. You can use your will power, as you call it, to make yourself, force yourself to follow other people's programs, but always your inner being will undo what you do. Then you will label yourself a failure, or feel you have no will power. It is not will power as you know it that will evolve you, but the intent to go higher, and letting the changes come naturally. Allow your feelings to flow moment to moment, act upon them, and know them. For instance, with food, simply become quiet and relaxed, and ask yourself what you crave and what sounds delicious. Even if you desire chocolate or something you have labeled as bad for you, it may be that your physical body needs some substance in chocolate to maintain its vibration and resonance, and the only way it knows how to get it is through chocolate. You may need only a little, and once you take away all the shoulds and shouldn'ts, you will find your body naturally craving other things that are better for it.

When you speak of books, all the books you should read and the knowledge you should have, be aware that sometimes it is only one paragraph or one page of a book you need to read to get what you want. We are speaking of the quality of discrimination, knowing the difference between what is good for you and what is not.

Each of you has a personal map of reality, your own assumptions, a unique philosophy about life, and a personal belief system. One of the challenges I will offer you is to look at your map. What is a personal map? For one person a map may say, "There is not enough love in the universe." For another, their map may say, "Every time I open up to another person I get hurt." Your maps are based on your childhood and lifetime experiences. They are based on your experience of how your energy has flowed out and how you have been received by others, especially those you loved or wanted love from.

If any area of your life is not working, one of your beliefs in that area needs to be changed.

It is time to either get a new map or revise the one you have. You cannot change it by forcing yourself, however. You can change it by calmly and firmly telling yourself that you intend to go higher, and that you do not plan to get
caught up in the argument or in the issues. It may sound simple, but this is all you need to do to start movement out of the conflict. Once you affirm that you intend to go higher, the universe will begin to show you the answers.

Another way to move out of denser, negative energy is to be aware of the telepathic messages and emotions you send out, for they have the power to affect many people. Whatever you send out is what you draw back in. Take responsibility for the thoughts and emotions you send out, for they go out into the universe and create the events and circumstances that come back to you.

You can learn how to send positive thoughts and emotions to other people, or project them out into your own future where you can meet up with them. Every thought you send out is magnetic because it creates and brings to you events, people, and things. It does so by resonating with those things you think of and thus it determines what is drawn to you.

You can assist mankind in achieving peace by evolving your thoughts.

Every thought you send out creates events in the universe, attracts people to you. Even more than that, every thought you send out is creating the transformation of the planet. You may not feel that one person can have that much effect on the overall energy of the planet, and yet one high, healing thought can cancel out 10,000 or more negative ones. The higher the healing thought, the more lower ones that get cancelled. It is not just yourself you are helping when you evolve your thoughts, but everyone around you. You do not even have to know them personally or be physically around them. Healing, positive thoughts go out into your neighborhood and your community and help everyone who is reaching upward.

Imagine you are sitting up above the earth, as you have seen it from the satellite photos, and imagine that a great deal of mankind below you is thinking about mundane things, or is lost in lower thoughts. Imagine that the higher you go, the more people you can reach with your finer and higher thoughts. People going about their daily lives, looking for answers to their problems, can use the healing broadcast you are sending out. Mankind is going through a transformation. You are at a crossroads; in one direction lies peace and abundance, in the other, conflict and scarcity. It is time to become aware of your own personal thoughts on an ongoing, daily basis. Every time you hate something, every time you feel angry at yourself, every time you put yourself down or make yourself wrong you are contributing to the planetary choice of scarcity. Every time you allow yourself to have more, allow yourself to feel good, or love something, you are contributing to the planetary path of abundance.
PLAYSHEET

1 | List the main things you think about (career, friends, family, money, car, clothes, food, health, etc.). Rate how positively you feel about each of these things on a scale of 1 to 10—1 being negative, 10 being positive.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

2 | How high and positive do your thoughts look?

3 | Take one area that you rated as low, and write down a positive picture you could hold about that area.
Learning
Unconditional Love

Unconditional love means keeping your heart open all the time. To do so, you may need to let go of the expectations you have of other people, of wanting them to be anything other than what they are. It means letting go of any need for people to give you things, act in certain ways, or respond with love. Many of you wait for other people to be warm and loving before you are.

Unconditional love is learning to be the source of love rather than waiting for others to be the source.

Unconditional love allows you to join with others and keep your personal boundaries intact. To be able to join with others, know your own boundaries. People desire to join with others, to have intimate connections, and yet at the same time to be separate. If you are feeling suffocated in a relationship, being asked to do things you do not want to do, it is because you are not clear about your own boundaries. Although it is easier to blame the other person, it is you who needs to get clear about your boundaries. On the other hand, if there are things you want from another person that you are not getting, it is because you are trying to use the other person to fill a space within you that only you can fill.

Take the example of a woman who feels suffocated in a relationship. She feels the man she is with is constantly asking for more than she wants to give—more time, attention, and commitment to the relationship. She blames him for being so demanding. However, the pattern lies within her and until she recognizes it she will continue to attract similar relationships. Often a pattern shows up as its opposite. She may attract either men who are demanding too much or men are unavailable and don't want an involvement.

This is a woman who has not come to terms with her sense of self. So long as she is not certain where she ends and other people begin, she will constantly be struggling to define her boundaries. She will shy away from commitments, because she experiences them as a loss of self-identity. Not being clear about who she is, she will feel pressured by demands or even simple requests. If she had clear boundaries, she would find it easy to say no. If she had clear boundaries she wouldn't attract relationships that keep testing her boundaries. Once she gets clear on how much of herself she wants to give, and on what the balance between herself and others feels right, she will attract relationships that fit that new picture.
Unconditional love transforms fear.

Fear is like a background noise that circles the planet, affecting many actions and decisions. It takes strength and courage to face what you fear. As you become aware of energy, you will also become aware of fear. The first place to examine it is in yourself, although it may be far more visible to you in other people. If, when you look at a friend or loved one, you can see clearly where he or she is closed or fearful, see if it is a reflection of a place within you that needs more love.

It is easier to see things in other people than in yourself. That is why the universe will often teach you something about yourself by putting you around people who show you what you are learning. You would not focus on that trait or part of them if you were not working on those issues yourself.

Fear can come from your thinking patterns. I see common thoughts that tell you you are bad and that if you do not watch out, you may be harmed. These are mass thoughts shared by many. You will at some point face them directly in yourself as you begin going upward into the higher levels of the universe. Fear shows up in thoughts that are very self-critical—wondering if you have disappointed someone, thinking that you aren’t trying hard enough, or that you yourself are not enough.

If you discover your fears as you open to a new relationship, do not make yourself wrong. Fear is an undercurrent and the more you can discover it and face it the more you can heal it through your unconditional love and acceptance of yourself.

How do you discover fear? Look at some area of your life where you have a decision to make. Ask yourself if there are any reasons you do not feel free to make a deci-

sion to do what you want to do. Perhaps there is a fear that there will not be enough money, a fear that you cannot make it on your own, that you will not succeed, or a fear that others do not love you and will not want you if you do not live up to their expectations, or if you stand up for yourself. As you look at this decision, ask yourself, what would you do if you knew you were totally safe and protected, guided and loved by the higher forces of the universe? If you knew your soul was assisting you in every way possible, and if you knew you could fully trust your wiser self, would you make a different decision? This is one way of uncovering fear.

Fear is a place that has not yet discovered love.

Fear is often disguised as logical and rational reasons why something cannot be done. Sometimes it comes disguised as a feeling that other people are stopping you. There are many ways to disguise fear—blame it on others, refuse to take responsibility, decide you can’t do it anyway so why try, get angry and quit, and many others. What ways do you use to cover up fear?

If you discover you are doing these things, the first step is to recognize that the reason you are avoiding something or feeling bad about another and yourself is because of fear, and that it is a place that requires your unconditional love. Love this part of you; do not make it wrong. Be willing to look directly at what you are avoiding. You don’t have to apologize, cover up by acting strong, or think that you are a bad person. Once you recognize fear, it becomes much easier to deal with. It is only when it is in disguise that it can create separateness and pain.
One way to discover fear is to take something that you want to create, but fear you cannot, and list all the reasons why you cannot create it. Then, turn those reasons into positive statements of why you can create what you want. You will find that fear dissolves in the light of consciousness. Love is like the warm sun that shines on the ice; it melts and dissolves any barriers, any areas of pain. Like the ice, your fears will turn to water and evaporate.

When you notice yourself responding to other people with fear rather than love, perhaps pulling away from them, afraid that they will reject you, make you wrong, or ask too much of you, thank yourself for becoming aware of fear. Love that part of you that is afraid, and then begin to radiate unconditional love.

When you are judgmental or critical, you are most affected by other people’s energy. If you look at people and think, “They ought to work harder, get their act together,” these thoughts pull their negative energy into you. What you see in them is what you begin to experience in them, for as you focus on something you draw it out. What you fear you draw to you. Get in touch with that gentle loving part of you, your higher and wiser self, that guides you into being more loving.

When you experience uncomfortable barriers and boundaries between yourself and others, it is a sign that you need to transmit more love to others and to yourself. You may not choose to live with them, be close to them or around them all the time, but they will still benefit from your broadcast of love. Some of you try to put on a brave and strong front, acting in a way that says, “I will not be vulnerable or hurt.” Yet, that very act creates fear and pain, attracting even more negative action from people that then requires an even braver exterior.

Look at the times you want to close your heart, the times at which you say, “I have had enough, this person is not being loving enough for me, I think I am going to leave.” In every relationship, no matter how long-term or solid, there will always be a challenge to keep your heart open. How else do you learn unconditional love but by coming up against all those areas in which your heart is closed? Each time you come to a place in which you want to close your heart, you now have the opportunity to establish a new pattern, and keep it open. You may still choose to leave or change the nature of the relationship, but you can do so with love. You may think that the best friends are those who never challenge you, who never make you want to close your heart, and yet if you are with people who never challenge you to remain open and loving, you are not truly connecting with them in your heart. The heart always deals with issues of trusting, opening and reaching new levels of acceptance and understanding of others.

You learn to love by putting yourself in situations that challenge you to be loving.

Tolerance is an attribute of unconditional love. Smiling inwardly when people do things that used to upset you, sending them a warm blessing or thought of love, frees you from being affected by their behavior. The quality of tolerance is the ability to stay calm and unrumpled no matter what happens, to allow people to be themselves and make their own mistakes. It allows you to provide that warm, safe harbor for them where they can bask in the steadfast light of your acceptance.

Whatever you give others is also a gift to yourself.
The ability to accept other people for who they are is a great challenge, and as you master it, so do you give that gift to yourself. If someone is yelling at you or talking in a tone of voice or a way that sparks anger, defensiveness, or sadness in you, begin sending him love telepathically. Bring yourself to a peaceful center and relax your breathing. As you send him love, do not expect him to quit yelling or respond in any way. Know as you send this love you are raising your vibration. Soon, either he will change or you will find that you are no longer creating situations where others are angry at you.

Relationships challenge you to keep your heart open and feel loving towards others. The quality of defenselessness is important. It is that feeling that you have nothing to defend, hide or apologize for. It comes from a feeling of self-acceptance, not justifying behavior that you want to improve, but knowing that making yourself wrong for it will only lock you into that behavior longer. People are often afraid to admit that they may be wrong, in pain or hurt. Sometimes, for instance, when you are feeling unsettled and out of your calm, clear center, you may try to put on a front, acting as if nothing is wrong. If instead, when you are with another, you allow yourself to express your true feelings, you open up a channel of communication that can deepen your connection.

You may want everybody to think you are a perfect person, so you act out a role that says, “I’m fine, do not worry about me, I am tough and I don’t need any help.” That creates separateness between yourself and others and keeps you from love at the very time you most need it. Have you noticed how much love you feel towards others when they are vulnerable and admit that they are not sure how to handle something, rather than acting as if they know it all? Do not be afraid to be seen for who you are.

If you have nothing to defend, life becomes easier, for you do not have to pretend to be anything you are not.

Life is harder when you think you have to defend your beliefs, thoughts or self. I will suggest that most of the things you think you have to defend are beliefs and ideas that are not yours anyway. You rarely get offended and hurt when someone disagrees with the things you are sure about. The areas where you are not certain, where you feel insecure are those you often feel the most need to defend.

The next time you feel you have to defend something about yourself, ask yourself, why am I feeling I must defend this? Be willing to let your heart and wisdom smile upon people, sending them your love and acceptance. Do not feel you must say anything. Be who you are. If you do not know the answer to something, simply say, “I do not know.” Do not try to be perfect all the time. Do not think that to be loved you must have all the answers, that you must never be afraid or look weak, for those of you who are willing to be vulnerable will find more love coming to you.

Forgiveness is part of unconditional love. Forgive yourself throughout the day for all the moments when you are not high, not loving and not wise. Forgive others for all the moments they are not high, loving and wise. As you forgive, you make it easier to become those things you want to be, and you make it easier for others to become them also.

People who respond to you in a way that seems to deny that you are a loving being are coming from a place of fear within themselves. If they ignore you, make you wrong, say unkind things, or act in a way that implies you are not
their equal, realize that they are coming from fear. You do not need to respond to the fear within them by creating it within yourself. Instead, you can become a source of healing to those around you.

You attract situations into your life to learn from them. One way out and up is by responding with love. As you do so, every situation will change in its nature and character. By practicing, you can learn to broadcast love for longer and longer periods of time. Practice everywhere you go. Send love to the earth. Send love to everyone you meet. See if you can notice something beautiful about them.

Love brings beauty
to everything and everyone.
Most of all, love brings beauty to you.

When people are in pain, it is a powerful time to help them change their lives. Often when they are afraid, they are also ready to listen. If you perceive that people are afraid, that they do not feel loving towards themselves, it may be time to reach out, send them your unconditional acceptance and embrace them in your light.

Those who appear to have no fear, seeming to be the bravest, may need even more love than people who are willing to be vulnerable. Those who create pain in others, who are aggressive, bully people and make life miserable for those around them are usually the most in need of love. Send love to those who seem to have everything and those who seem to have power over you, such as your landlord, boss or parents. They only have power over you to the degree you let them; only your fear can create a sense of inferiority in you. If in any way you fear people in a position of authority or power over you, send them love. It will help stop any power struggles and attune you to a higher part of their being, where miracles and love are available.

As you become filled with light, your power to affect the world around you increases.

If people in your life are sending out negative energy and not meeting your expectations, it is important to send them unconditional love. They are simply being themselves, doing the best they know how. You will find great inner peace when you do not need others to act in a certain way to be happy yourself. You will become a radiating beacon of energy and the higher you go the further you can reach with your thoughts. When you send someone unconditional love, it is no longer possible for you to be harmed by his or her negative energy. If there is any situation in your life where you are feeling hurt, afraid or separated from others, begin sending them love and acceptance for who they are. This will heal you and them.

The more people act mean, the more they are afraid, and thus the more they need your love. Indeed those who are humble, vulnerable and defenseless most often have at their disposal an abundance of love. Send it to them also, but do not forget to send your love to those who appear to be the most unlovable, for they are the ones who are crying out the most loudly for love. Find reasons to love the unlovable, to care for people who act in destructive ways. There is not one person alive who does not grow from the broadcast of love. Whenever you give love it comes right back to you, changes your vibration and aura, and you become even more magnetic to love coming to you. It may not come from those you are sending love to, but it will come.
When you are feeling afraid for any reason, it is a time to connect with your higher self. When you felt afraid as a child, there was always someone or something that reassured you and took away the fear—a parent, relative or favorite stuffed animal. It was usually something outside of yourself, however. Part of your journey into light is to be able to create inside of yourself that sense of safety, that assurance that the world is friendly and that you are loved and protected by a caring and generous universe. Ask your soul to assist you. Calm your breathing and go inward until you find that place of trust.

When you are afraid, imagine that you are being held and embraced by the most loving friend you have ever had, one who cares for you unconditionally, who loves you whether you have high thoughts or low, who is by your side all the time, and embraces you with constant light. This is your soul. Know that you do have this friend you can call upon when you are afraid, who will help you connect with that higher part of yourself. You can also call upon the guides and masters, for whoever calls is always heard and sent love and guidance. All you need do is ask for the help or connection, and it will be there.

Even when things seem uncomfortable and dark, do not think you are off your path, for you are always reaching upward. Sometimes it may seem difficult and the path may feel steep. Other times you will find places where you are running, dancing and traveling with ease. Suspend judgment and make each stage of your growth easier by accepting what comes. Allow yourself to love the bumpy road as well as the smooth, and constantly thank yourself for your courage in reaching upward, in trying to go for the best and the highest that you know. Remember that you are a loving being, that you deserve love, and that you are, in essence, love itself.

PLAYSHEET

1 | Think of an area in your life you would like to change. Record here what changes you would make. (For example, I would buy, instead of rent, a place to live.)

2 | List below all the reasons you can't possibly create that change. These represent your unconscious fears. (For example, I can't possibly buy a house because I can't afford the monthly payments, I don't have enough for a down-payment.)
3 | Sit quietly and forgive every part of you that doesn't think you can create this change. Send all these doubtful, fearful voices love and acceptance.

4 | Turn these doubts into positive affirmations and begin saying them to yourself. You might want to put them on a poster where you will see them every day for a few weeks. (For instance, I can now afford the monthly payments, I receive the down-payment or its equivalent easily.)

XI

Handling Pain by Choosing to Grow

As you move to the higher levels of awareness, you may be faced with handling the energy of anger and pain within others and in yourself. Learning how to stay balanced and in your heart around those energies is part of the process of the soul's evolution toward light.

When you feel hurt and separated from another person, thinking he or she caused you pain or unhappiness, it may be time to examine what lessons you have chosen to learn by creating the situation. When you love people, there are times you feel pain and distance from them. If this happens, do not look for intellectual reasons. Do not try to discover who has hurt whom and who is to blame and who is in the right. It rarely does any good to argue back and forth, figuring out who is the good guy and who is the bad guy. This puts you into a power struggle with each other and takes you out of your heart connection.

Both people usually feel they are right and that the other person is unjustified in his or her approach. People usually
feel that their own anger is justified, and that the other person’s is not. When people feel hurt, most lash out at the other person as the cause of their pain. However, there is always pain inside before another can trigger it; the other person only acts as a catalyst to bring it out. The other person is not the cause. The cause is a pain within you. It is not an accident that the other person triggered it, either, for most often you choose loved ones and friends who push your buttons, so that you may learn and grow.

When you find yourself feeling hurt and yet righteously indignant, sure that you are the injured party and that someone owes you an apology, get silent for a moment before you lash out in anger. It is very easy to feel righteous, and yet righteousness separates you from those you want to love and feel close to. As the soul reaches for more light, one of its lessons is to learn not to make things right or wrong, but to stay in the heart with compassion. This involves being willing to see the other person's viewpoint and not feel you have to prove anything.

It is important to learn how to handle pain, for in doing so you allow your soul to become the captain of the ship. What is pain? Pain is an area in which the soul has not yet brought through sufficient light to allow the compassionate and gentle heart to shine forth. Pain is an area that is waiting for love.

When you are in pain, besides a natural tendency to blame another, there is a tendency to want to retreat, to withdraw and to close your heart. If you feel you are not being treated in a way you would like by a friend or a loved one, and that is causing you pain, it is better not to start by making him wrong and seeking an apology. Instead, start by looking within. Another person can only trigger pain when there is already pain within. He can only cause you to close your heart where your heart is already wanting to close. If there is no pain within, another cannot bring it out. You would only feel compassionate and sorry for him, not angry and threatened.

**Pain is only triggered by another person when there is already pain within you.**

Every time another person creates pain in you it is a gift. It is showing you an area in which your heart has not yet learned to be open. It is showing you a place where you may bring more light into yourself. You have drawn certain people into your life to show you the places where you need to become more open. Part of your lesson will be to stay open and loving even when they are acting in a way that used to cause you pain.

Before you approach the other person with recrimination, closing your heart and pulling away, creating more separateness and pain, stop. Ask yourself if you are willing to bring in light.

How does one bring in light when there is pain? First of all, it is important that you get away from the physical presence of the person who is causing you pain, while you begin to strengthen and draw light into yourself. Being physically near the other person (until you are quite a master at controlling energy) puts you into his aura. If the other person is in pain or is creating pain for you, being around him will make it harder to restore your own balance. If you find yourself in the midst of an argument, if you find yourself feeling hurt, wanting to strike out or withdraw, first, no matter what, physically distance yourself from him or her. Keep your silence until you have had an opportunity to be alone. Ask for a few moments to
sit and think. Say that you do not want to speak in anger. Often it helps diffuse the situation to explain that you would like to be more aware and compassionate and that you need a few moments away to compose yourself.

When you strike out at another it is often because you are not feeling good inside about yourself. Recognize that when others create pain within you, when they seem to strike out at you, it is because they do not feel good inside about themselves either.

Learn to stop talking when the energy grows heavy and dense between you and another. If you can create physical distance, do so. You can then bring in light by sitting quietly, imagining peace. It may be difficult to imagine peace when you are feeling angry. Try imagining beautiful scenery, a good memory, or something that will restore a sense of balance. Then, invite your soul into your heart. Ask it to bring the highest consciousness possible into your loving being. You will begin to feel an intensification of peace and you may begin to feel sorry for what you have done or said. You may experience a sense that the whole issue got blown out of proportion, that you did not mean the things you said. Or, you may at this point be able to view the other person's anger or pain with compassion and detachment, not feeling personally responsible for his reaction.

The more you understand what you are learning from a situation, the more rapidly you can leave it.

Ask yourself what lessons you are learning from being with this person, or what growth you are accomplishing by being in this situation. Pain always signifies major opportunities for growth. Suppose, for instance, you are in pain because someone does not return your love to the degree you would like. It may be that you are learning to keep your heart open, no matter what the other person does. It may be that you are learning about humility, harmlessness and lack of self-importance. Grow quiet and ask your soul to show you the lessons; it will always respond. You will see that what has happened is a great gift even though at the time it may seem like a tragedy. Ask your soul to show you the gift. The degree to which you feel pain is often an indication of the size of the gift that awaits you when you understand why you set it up.

Understanding is not enough by itself, however. Once you begin to understand what you are to learn, it is important to act upon it. Some of you feel pain and separate from others when your love is not returned, or when you have pictures and expectations that are not met. Try not to make those people wrong; that can escalate a power struggle between you. You cannot find answers when you are in a power struggle. Instead, as you grow silent and calm your energy, imagine that you are embracing them with your heart, forgiving them no matter what.

Pain is a powerful indicator of growth, and it can be changed with love.

When you are in pain you are often closer to your soul than at any other time. As you learn to see energy and experience it more directly, the challenge will be to stay in your heart and focus upon what is higher and finer in
others rather than what is lower. When you feel pain it is an indication that some area of your life is not working; some belief, thought, or emotion is crying out to be loved and healed. Do not make yourself wrong or think of yourself as a bad person, but see it as an opportunity to examine, experience, and heal that area of your life.

When people are angry with you, it is often an expression of their hurt. Most people feel that they only get angry with just cause, and only get hurt when someone lets them down, aggravates them, rejects them or makes unreasonable demands. But anger can also be used to control others. Is your fear of people's anger controlling your behavior around them? Do you use a threat of anger to control others?

When people get angry with you, or appear to want to hurt you, they may be doing it because they are in pain themselves. Because of their programs and upbringing, because of the way they look at the world, some people may think you have hurt them when you had no intention to do so. Sometimes people get angry when all you are doing is expressing an opinion that differs from theirs, or stating a preference of your own. Be sure you are not coming from a desire to control or manipulate, and if you are not, do not let their anger trigger pain within you.

I often see two people hurt when each only wanted the other's love. Often when people are hurt and in pain they really want you to put your arm around them and express gentleness, love, and understanding. How difficult it is to be gentle and loving when someone is acting in a way that creates pain or hurt inside you. It is part of learning to work with energy, however, to stop, soften your heart and listen when you are around hurt or angry energy. It is tempting to grow defensive, to get angry yourself, or to lash out at the people who are hurting you. You may feel that they are trying to put you down or make you wrong. Often separation comes from feeling defensive, feeling that you must protect your pride or dignity at all costs.

When you are in pain or hurt, what you really want from others is for them to listen to you, be gentle with you and understand that you are upset. You do not want them to withdraw and get defensive. You do not want them to get upset with you when you are angry, but instead to recognize that you have been hurt. Some of you yell at other people when you feel that they have hurt you. What you really want them to do is say “Yes, I see. I am sorry I hurt you.”

If others express anger with you, or withhold their love in some way, do not let their negativity become a part of your response.

When people are causing you pain, or are getting angry with you, realize that what they want from you is for you to love them. They do not want you to withdraw, get angry, feel hurt, or defend yourself. In truth, the issue rarely even matters to them. They are experiencing their own pain and it has nothing to do with you. Although they may blame it on you or tell you it is your fault, any pain they blame on you comes from a pain within them, from places within their hearts that are not yet open.

As you become more telepathic, you will be able to sense the pain in others even more, and that is why you will want to stay in your heart. As you view mankind from the higher realms, you will begin to see that there is much pain, anger and negativity. Yet, there is also much good.
As you begin to open to a greater awareness of the energy around you, you will also begin to open to an awareness of your own energy. You may see things in yourself that you want to change. It is important not to make wrong the things you see, for your soul will not continue to reveal them to you if you do. Instead, know that those areas are revealed to you so that you may begin to bring the light of consciousness and the love of your heart into them.

When people get angry at you, stand back. Realize that they do not know a better way to let go of their pain than to speak of it. If they are saying that you did something wrong, that you are bad, that you hurt them or caused them grief, do not attach yourself to their words. Realize that blaming others is the only way they know how to deal with the pain they feel. Do not think that you are responsible. They are responsible for their own upset or anger. You may have acted as a catalyst, but the pain had to be within them first. So, as they express their anger, do not start arguing or defending yourself; simply remain silent, hold open your heart and focus your love on them.

As they speak and get it all out, there may be a great temptation to jump in and tell them they are wrong, that you have not acted in such a manner as they are describing. Hold your tongue, for in the end, you will be grateful. Let them express their energy without putting anger out yourself. Once they have said it all you will still be in a loving and balanced space, feeling good about yourself. You will have mastered one of the most difficult of lessons—staying balanced around anger and pain.

**If you have trouble forgiving people, pretend the next time you talk to them is their last day on earth.**

You would be able to come from your heart, no matter how the person acted. You would be generous, warm and loving. Perhaps a woman has caused you pain. Imagine as you go to see her again that it is her last day on earth. See how much you really appreciate her for who she is, the gifts she has given you, the love she has sent your way. See that it would be easy to let go of any pain and come from a high level if you knew this would be her last day. When you do see her again, pretend this meeting will be your last. Notice how you begin to see wonderful things about her—her light, being, and love. See how she had no real intention to hurt you, that she was acting from her own pain, confusion or lack of clarity. Perhaps you did something that pushed a button in her, and she is simply reacting, like a robot at times, to a program of pain within herself.

You **can** come from this high perspective. You can make every connection high and loving. Picture in your mind how you would act toward various people in your life if you knew you only had one more chance to be together. If you are not going to be with them again, send them a telepathic message that you absolutely forgive them, and send them love. Imagine that you have one day left to clear up any of the messages you have sent them. Even if they have pulled away and left you, there are telepathic messages still going on, and you can clear them up. If someone has died and left you, and there was anger between you, you can transmit forgiveness through your soul and it will reach theirs.

Release that pain within. Go to that peaceful, higher state. When you do connect, sit quietly with them, not rehashing the situation, not going into the details, but instead simply sitting in peace together. Tell them that you know they did not mean to hurt you, that you understand their position. Be loving, and the pain will disappear.
Even when you have decided to operate from a higher level and be more loving, you may not be able to do it for very long the first time you are with a person. Set a time limit in your mind that you think you can hold this higher energy. Perhaps you can maintain your new identity, or hold that focus of love for ten minutes or so. If you have been in a difficult situation with someone, do not arrange to spend four or five hours with him or her in this first attempt to be your new and higher self. Arrange for a brief contact, a length of time in which you know you can maintain and hold that higher focus. If you are living with this person, find things to do that keep you busy and away from their energy until you are ready to connect.

If you have fought with or experienced negative energy with someone, or have had someone withdraw from you, the next time you connect with the person do so in a way, and at a time and in a place, that will allow you to maintain that more loving perspective. When you sense that you are closing down, falling into anger or pain, find an excuse to leave. You will find that through practice this becomes easier, that you can hold a higher and higher focus with people for longer and longer periods of time, until you are naturally and automatically able to do so. You will gradually discover a new, more loving and higher you.

PLAYSHEET

1. If there is a situation in your life right now that is causing you pain or hurt, if you feel angry at another or they are angry at you, write it here.
Sit quietly, and invite in your soul. Fill your mind with peaceful thoughts. Imagine that you are rising to a higher, lighter, and more peaceful level. Ask your soul to show you what you have been learning from this situation. (See the other person as volunteering to act out this role to teach you something you need to learn.) Record your insights here.

Imagine that the next time you see this person will be your last time together—possibly his or her last day on earth. Imagine also that you are the most secure, loving, compassionate and wise person you know. What would you say to him or her that would heal the situation and create love between you?

What is intuition, and how does it operate? Sometimes it is easier to explain intuition by saying what it is not. It is not the mind that figures everything out. It does not work like a computer going $a + b + c = d$. It does not utilize the principles of logic, as a computer does. Intuition is not ego; it does not operate in a world of form and structure.

Intuition is the ability to know without words, to sense the truth without explanations. Intuition operates beyond time and space; it is a link to your higher self. Intuition is not bound by the physical body. It operates knowing that past, present and future are simultaneous. It takes the desires of your conscious mind, goes out into the future and finds ways for you to have them. It speaks to you through insights, revelations, and urges. It does not say to you as the intellect would, "I must do this tomorrow, this is on my list, this would be a good thing if I got it done." Instead, intuition says "Wouldn't it be fun, wouldn't it be
joyful? This is what I want to do today." Often intuition feels like the playful child within you trying to lure you away from your hard work to the world of joy and play with its strong inner urges. Amazingly, in that playful world you can connect with all the answers you spent months working and trying to find.

Intuition can synthesize ideas in a flash. Geniuses like Edison and Einstein worked at a very refined and high level of intuition. They brought in their ideas from outside of time and space. Intuition goes beyond that which is known into the unknown. It can help you find answers and information that is not known in the mind of another person. Intuition, the sixth chakra, is associated with the color of indigo, red violet. If you find that you are attracted to that color it may be that you are opening in this area. For those of you who are opening the sixth chakra, or third eye as it has been called, the challenge is to hear your intuition, and then to follow it with action.

Many doorways will open when you follow your intuition.

You can find answers in a second to problems you have been working on for years. Say you want to leave a job and your intellect keeps saying "If you leave you'll starve, there is not enough money, you can't do it." Meanwhile your intuition is saying "Well, why don't you pretend you can do it—maybe there is a miracle or two out there that will make it happen." To bridge the gap between intellect and intuition, use the heart energy of trust and faith. Intuition will often give you answers that do not seem logical, yet the answers work if you trust them and act upon them.

How can you develop your intuition? First, learn to trust it. All of you hear whispers, have ideas in your mind about what you would like to do and be. You do have a vision of a more fulfilling life for yourself, although some of you do not allow yourself to fantasize about that vision very often, and even fewer of you trust it enough to bring it into your daily experience.

There are some traps in living too much in the world of intuition. One is that intuition operates in future time and you can be dazzled by future ideas, so that the present, in contrast, seems mundane and boring. There is a difference between physical reality and mental reality. The physical world is composed of much slower energy than the world of intuition, or the world of your thoughts. With intuition and your mind, you can conceive of an idea, carry it all the way through to fruition, and live it in a flash. Carrying it through in physical reality is much more time consuming, for the world of physical reality involves form and time. It can be much more fun to think about ideas than to actually create them. If you want to translate your intuition into physical reality, develop the qualities of patience, trust, confidence, focus and concentration.

All of you have the ability to use your intuition and follow your hunches. Sometimes you know who is going to be on the phone when it rings. That is intuition. You also have a vision of who you want to be. The challenge is to pay attention to that vision, to match it with your actions, words, attitudes and behavior. You will feel your true power when you act upon your intuition.

Acting on your intuition brings your goals to you faster.

If you exist on the intellectual level, you probably have lists of things you should do. (Listen to that word "should.") You most likely have your day, week, and
month planned. Yet you wonder why you do not feel joyful and free. You may be living too much in the world of the intellect. Intellect and intuition have also been called the left brain and right brain. The left brain is the part of you that memorizes, deals with logic, and thinks in a time-oriented, sequential manner. The right brain is intuition and feelings, creativity and imagination; the world beyond words.

It is not enough to live in the world of intuition, for a person who lives there will do nothing with his life other than daydream and fantasize, and perhaps talk big. You have all seen those people who talk on and on of their big visions and plans and yet live in poverty and have not created anything. It takes much focus, patience, will and intent to bring intuition into reality. In physical reality, the minute you conceive of an idea, it is already old. That is why it is important to honor those things you have worked on in the past, to love yourself in the past. Everything is instantly in the past the minute it comes through your intuition into consciousness, the minute you hear it. Honor who you were and where you have come from; honor and love your past.

Many of you have a tendency to put yourself down for who you were. If you are writing a book, for instance, you may not like what you wrote a year ago. If you are in a career that is moving upward, you may look back and say “I was only a _____ two or three years ago.” The more you can honor your past self, the more quickly you will be able to hear the voice of your intuition and move into your future. It is difficult to hear your intuition if you do not love who you were, for intuition opens to the degree to which you can love those forms you developed in the past. The more you love what you call into being the more you can operate at a higher level of intuition.

Send loving energy into your past.

It is important to go back and clean up your memories, for often the ego will bring you unwanted negative memories of the past that will hold you back. See the soul qualities you were developing during painful times and see that you were doing the best you knew how to do. The insights, skills and attitudes you have today were developed during those times.

Each lesson left you with the growth that made the next step possible. How often do you think of the wonderful things you have accomplished? You already have memories of successfully doing anything you want to accomplish; thinking of them will help you achieve success now. If you do not have the exact memory, you do have enough similar experiences, which, when put together, can help you.

If you want to make the visions of your intuition real you must first capture its images, slow them down, hold them in your mind, and then be patient enough to carry them out in action. The moment you capture your intuition, its vision becomes a memory, and thus becomes the past. It is important to remember the past with positive thoughts for it contains the visions you are bringing into reality now.

Think back to the “should do” lists made by your intellect. You can spend weeks and months, even years, trying to map out your future at the mental level, thinking every step through. It is valuable to have a plan in that it gives you the faith and belief that you can achieve your goals. The most important thing is to hold a steady vision of your goals. If you follow the plan too rigidly, you deny
the miracles and the creative flow of energy within you. It is always faster and easier to create what you want by following your intuition. It can bring you, in its playfulness, all the goals and visions of your intellect, and usually even more. Intuition will often say, “Let’s not do anything today, let’s take a walk, let’s go to the woods, let’s go to the bookstore, let’s indulge in something very unproductive.” Then, lo and behold, you have produced more towards your higher goals at the end of the day than you would have by doing everything on your list. Perhaps you found an idea that took you six months ahead of your goals—for intuition lives in the future.

Many of you would prefer to be in the future rather than in the present or the past. But remember, it is one thing to live in the future and bring back visions to present time and another to never act upon those visions. If you do not act upon your visions you will not be able to create the life you want.

The best way to open your intuition is to listen to it.

How many of you have been hearing whispers in your mind that you have been ignoring? For instance, how many of you have heard whispers of what you would like to do for a career, but constantly create reasons why you can’t do it? Would it not be simpler to create reasons why you can? It takes far more energy to hold yourself back than to allow yourself to move forward. Think how drained you feel when you dwell on the negative, and how energized you feel—and how easily things move—when you dwell on the positive.

You may really want to quit your job and pursue a hobby or longtime interest. You may find your mind whispering to you that it will work. You may hear of other people succeeding in your field, and find all kinds of indications from the universe that this is the right way to go. Intuition beckons you to the future with things you feel drawn to because you love them. When you follow that voice you will find doors opening everywhere. If you are finding closed doors, it is the universe telling you there is a better way to go. Don’t keep pushing against closed doors; look around for the open ones.

Intuition talks to you in present time. Through urges, flashes of ideas, insights and feelings, intuition moves you in certain directions. To hear it, pay attention to your inner world of ideas and feelings. If you are forcing yourself to do one thing while your feelings are urging you to do something else, you are not paying attention to your intuition. Your intuition sends you messages constantly, telling you every moment what to do to open your energy. It is always directing you towards aliveness and a higher path.

Your intellect may often do battle with your intuition. You have been taught to honor your intellect, through your culture, through science, and through the academic world which is oriented to developing the rational, logical mind. Yet many of your greatest inventions—radio, electric lights, television—have come from a synthesis of intellect and intuition. The intellect can be highly developed; it loves to run the show. It can also feel threatened by intuition. Many of you have beliefs that say “if it happens too easily, it isn’t right.” Or, “if I don’t work hard at it, the results aren’t valuable.” That is one way intellect can control.

When you operate from intuition things always happen easily.
Your intellect loves to plan everything out in a logical way; your intuition is spontaneous. Being flexible is important. If you rigidly stick to your pre-planned goals, you may miss many messages from your intuition telling you how to make things simpler. If you find yourself resisting doing something, stop and ask yourself what you would rather do instead. It may be that it is not the highest way to go or it may be the wrong time. If you trust and act upon your feelings from moment to moment, you will be flowing with your intuition and the universe.

There is a role for intellect, and that is to formulate plans, to decide where to go, and to carry things out with action. Intellect is like the captain of a ship, consulting maps, making plans and steering the ship. Yet the weather and the ocean actually determine the course; the captain must remain flexible and use his plans as a guideline. So it is with the intellect that steers your ship. Intuition tells you of storms ahead, of detours (that turn out to be shortcuts); it monitors a future path designed to bring you your highest good. Use your intellect to set goals, to aim you higher. Focus your will and intent on going higher—that is the best use of your intellect, to keep you on course, to set goals and to interact with the world. Your intuition will take you there the best, fastest and easiest way—if you follow your feelings, hunches, inner urges, and deeper desires.

For example, take the person who wants a new career. If he let go and kept picturing it, intuition would guide him to it. One day, while following a playful urge to go walking, he might run into a person or come up with an idea that would provide a starting point. Intellect may try to build a path logically, and not see any way things could work. It takes a great deal of trust to follow your feelings and intuition, for intuition usually shows you only one step at a time.

You can open your intuition by learning to listen to your feelings and act upon them. When you have an urge to do something, do it. Don't force yourself to go to a job you don't like—listen to your feelings. Begin to open to new ways to earn a living. To act upon your feelings may take a leap of faith. Look back at all the times you have listened to those inner urges, acted upon them and were amazed at your success.

Following your intuition requires a great deal of trust and faith. To develop that quality further you can go back and remember times when you believed in yourself, heard the whispers and acted upon them. Acting upon intuition requires flexibility and spontaneity. To develop those qualities you can remember times in which you were flexible, and let go of your plans, and things worked out even better than you expected. If you want to increase productivity, allow yourself to listen to your whispers and to act upon them. Allow yourself to play. Do those things you have been wanting to do. Be a child again. Create fun in your life and you will find that your creative energy will awaken and flow as never before.
PLAYSHEET

1 | Write down three times you followed your intuition in the past—perhaps acting on a feeling, hunch, or urge—and things turned out well:

2 | Write down at least three things your mind has been whispering—or maybe even shouting—to you to do. These could be small or big things.

3 | Think of one step you could take towards each to bring it into your life.

4 | Mark your calendar with a date when you will take this step.
Your mind puts out a powerful broadcast of energy. It also determines how you experience the world and what you create. Your thoughts are magnetic; they go out from you and draw to you those things you think about. Your inner dialogue is important, for the way you speak to yourself determines the events, people and objects you attract.

To become lighter, to create happier events in your life, it is important to use higher words and thoughts when you speak to yourself or others. Your thoughts create reality; they go out into the world and affect other people. As you move into the higher realms of energy, you will want to raise your thoughts by increasing their quality. As you begin thinking purer, kinder and more loving thoughts, you will begin to change the magnetism of your body and resonate with the higher planes of the universe.

You can begin by watching your inner dialogue. Do you make yourself wrong frequently? Do you tell yourself that your efforts are not enough? Are you always trying to rush, to hurry up, to make self-imposed and unreasonable deadlines? Are you always trying to please other people, telling yourself that if anyone is unhappy it’s your fault and you have failed? Are you critical, finding fault with things rather than seeing the good, looking for what is not working and not right? Do you focus on what is missing and wrong or on what is working and going well?

Learning to control your inner dialogue is learning to make your mind obey rather than control you. It is learning to be able to choose what thoughts come into your mind, rather than be ruled by the thoughts that randomly pop up. Part of the goal of evolution is to bring the mind into the dominion of the soul. By watching your inner dialogue, loving yourself and forgiving yourself for all your mistakes (which are best viewed as learning experiences), you raise the level of your thinking. Notice what words you use and how you feel as you say them.

Saying high, loving words over and over raises your mind’s vibration.

If you cannot focus for a long period of time on a certain thought, do not worry. It takes many years of on-going observation and intent to bring the mind to a point of stillness and focus. Each time you succeed in focusing on higher ideals and thoughts for even a moment or two, congratulate yourself. Whenever you think of it, remember to turn your attention to higher thoughts. Look for words that make you feel good when you say them to yourself.
If you notice yourself feeling anxious or depressed, use positive words to raise your energy. These are the words of the soul. You do not have to make them into statements. Say words to yourself such as LOVE, CLARITY, WILL, INTENT. Say I AM STRONG, GIVING, CARING, COMMITTED, ABUNDANT, RADIANT, LIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC, PEACEFUL, TRANQUIL, SERENE. Think of all the beautiful, inspiring words you know. You do not need to make them into statements for these words to reach the deeper parts of your being. When you say the word peace, you open to the vibration of peace that exists in millions of minds throughout the world. You connect with peaceful thoughts and events, for the outer world has much peaceful energy you can tune into. Use positive, high words when you speak to yourself, words such as EFFORTLESS, INSPIRED, and CREATIVE. Make conscious use of these higher words. If you are feeling bad, simply say them over and over and you will begin to change your thoughts.

When you speak to yourself, use words that indicate present tense. Instead of saying, “Someday I will;” say, “I am now.” The mind interprets what you say to yourself literally. If you say, “I will be happy,” your mind takes that literally and creates what you want not as an event you experience now, but as something that will happen in the future. (Which means you will never experience it.) Watch that you do not put what you want now into future tense; instead speak of it as something you already have: “I love myself as I am today. I am happy today. I have money now. I have my soul-mate now.” It may not appear to be true as you say it, but it will be shortly.

If you say, “I am not enough,” your mind takes that statement and begins to create outer events in which you experience yourself as not enough. Imagine that 40,000 to 50,000 thoughts go through your mind every day. If you can turn even 2,000 of them into thoughts of light, love, abundance, and joy, you will rapidly change what you experience. Within a month your experience of your life will be very different. It does not take that many high and loving thoughts to change your experience, for high and loving thoughts are many times more powerful than thoughts of a lower nature.

Talk of the qualities you aspire to as if you already have them.

If you aspire to be organized, start saying, “I am now organized” (rather than “I am going to be organized”). As you use higher words, you change your aura, emotions, and the health of your physical body. Not only do you feel better, you begin to tune into other people who carry those same higher thoughts and to create events in your life that are more abundant, loving, joyful and peaceful.

Watch when you use the words should, have to, and must. Do you frequently talk to yourself with these words? They often set up rebellion and create the opposite of their intent. Do you speak to yourself in a way that sounds like an angry parent, or do you have a loving voice within that permits you to flow with your own energy? When you catch yourself telling yourself you have to do something, see if you can change to something more permitting and gentle—a suggestion, rather than a command.

Working with your mind is like taming a wild horse. At first your mind may rebel. As you try to learn to focus, your mind may sidetrack you, thinking of anything but what you want. As you bring your mind more under the guidance of your soul, you will realize that your thoughts contribute to or hinder everyone around you, depending
upon what you think of. The thoughts you send out can work for or against you and other people. Imagine that you are speaking of someone who is not present, criticizing him for his faults. Realize that even though the person is not there, he can hear telepathically what you are saying. He may not know it comes from you, but he will feel less powerful and worse about who he is. You will also pull to yourself criticism from other people who think of you.

You can raise the energy of the people around you or depress it by the thoughts you put into your mind. As you grow in your ability to sense energy, so do you grow in your ability to affect it. Thought involves very subtle energies. You can be obscure and unknown, or famous, and have just as much effect upon mankind. Many great beings choose to live anonymous lives. You may feel that you are very special, have an important mission, and yet feel you are not doing anything with your life that matches that feeling. There is a mass thought that having a great mission means you must become famous. Many highly evolved souls with much important work to do choose to do it anonymously. Maybe your work involves a small circle of friends or raising a family. You cannot know the worth of the work you are doing here on earth if you are judging it by the standards of your personality (which only looks at the form of it) and other people’s or society’s standards. Only through the eyes of your soul can you know the impact of your life on mankind.

By evolving yourself to the highest level you can, you create a doorway for those one step behind you to come through.

Much of the great work done for mankind is done in the telepathic arena, creating thoughts of a high vibration, and does not involve public recognition. Every being that evolves to his or her next level makes it that much easier for those just one step behind to follow. As you hold higher thoughts, learn your lessons, and radiate more love and peace, you are making a valuable contribution to mankind. Through those lines of thought that radiate out from you, you affect many people. Do not think that to have great effect upon people you must be famous, be on TV, or write books. Some people are learning about certain fields so that as they tap into the universal mind they open that doorway for mankind. Every place you create higher, wiser and more loving thoughts you have made a contribution.

There are those who hold a great vision of peace for the planet, so that when people think of peace they will be able to tune in to a vision of it. They live very solitary lives, and are very gentle and loving beings, virtually anonymous and living alone, often in isolated areas. All they do is hold the vision of peace so all who desire it may find those images telepathically available. Many of you are affecting the earth telepathically through your own personal broadcast in ways you cannot know.

Your thoughts are like a magnet. Not only does the level of your thoughts determine what you attract, it determines what you affect. As you think higher thoughts, you begin to connect with the higher forces and places in the universe. As your mind creates an affinity with the higher planes, you begin to attract greater and greater light into your life. When you have darker thoughts of pain or fear, you attract like thoughts from the universe and you may find it more difficult to reach upward, for you connect with people who operate at a lower level.

Although your thoughts create reality, until you have reached a certain level of self-love and mental mastery there is a veil between your thoughts and their ability to
manifest. You may have wondered why your thoughts don't seem to always be able to create what you want. For instance, you may be picturing your body thin and yet it is not responding. You are wondering why your thoughts are not manifesting a thinner reality. However, if you do not have many loving thoughts about your body, you would not want every thought about your body to manifest instantly. There will be a veil between the thought and the creation of it in that particular area until your thoughts about that area are brought up to a higher level. If you want to change this, you can learn to think about your body in a more loving way. Notice if you are putting your body down, if you have unloving thoughts about it, and change them to thoughts of acceptance. As you change all of your thoughts about your body into more loving and accepting ones, it becomes possible to create the thinner body you are picturing, for your negative pictures are no longer present to create potential damage.

You would not be able to handle it if every thought you had was created instantly. Your life would change too quickly. Your home would be different from day to day. Your world could not function if everything changed with the rapidity of your thoughts. So you have created a veil that stands between you and manifesting your thoughts. You will be able to manifest your thoughts more quickly in the areas where they are loving and high. If you have not mastered the unloving thoughts in an area, it would be too destructive to manifest your thoughts in that area instantly. If you are trying to get something and it is not coming, look at all of the thoughts you are having about that area of your life, and substitute thoughts of a higher quality for any negative thoughts you discover.

You have mental ties in every direction, in what has been called a “Mental Brotherhood” of men. One goal of your soul is to bring your mind into a higher, more loving vibration. To do this, you want to receive thoughts not from men, but from the higher levels of reality. If you are idly thinking of other people, you draw in whatever feeling they have or whatever level of thought they carry at that time. If they are in pain, you draw it in. That is why it is important when you think of other people to send them love, for when you are sending love you cannot pick up their broadcast. If you notice people coming into your mind, send them love and let them go; do not dwell on their situation or what is happening in their lives, for as you do so you begin to bring their reality into your own.

**You can control your thoughts.**

You can train your mind to choose what you think, and not allow thoughts to come up randomly and hold you in their grip. The thoughts that are in the trained mind are there by invitation and choice. You can turn away negative thoughts, saying no to them over and over. You can learn to substitute higher thoughts and words. You can learn to refrain from thinking those things you do not want to think.

There are several techniques you can use to train your mind. One is to take an object such as a flower, crystal or candle, and spend a full minute focusing on it. If any other thoughts come into your mind, simply imagine them floating away as you continue to focus on the object. By not letting your mind wander, you are training it to think of what you are directing it to think of. Do it for fun. See how long you can direct your mind to think about what you want it to. See if you can increase the length of time you hold that focus steady from one minute to five.

The next step is to look at the same object, then close your eyes and recreate it in your mind in perfect detail—the color, the texture, the essence of the object.
This helps you become more observant, and helps you train your mind to be more accurate in what it sees inside, for often you see one thing and your mind tells you you saw something else. It also develops your ability to hold an image steady in your mind. Go back and forth, opening and closing your eyes, until you can “feel” the flower or object as if it were as real inside as when viewed with your eyes. This exercise will help you learn to make what you “see” inside your mind real in the outer world. If you determine that you will see beauty around you, and begin to observe what is beautiful, holding those images clearly inside, you will soon see beauty everywhere, even where you did not see or experience it before.

A trained mind creates emotional calm and inner peace by focusing on higher ideals, wisdom, and love.

Another way to train your mind is to simply observe for a period of time, one to five minutes, the flow of thoughts as they pass through you. An untrained mind tends to find its attention caught by anything that comes its way. It is led by the attractions and impulses of the moment, by the cues from the universe and those things that come and go. Watch the flow of your thoughts—for many thoughts are triggered by outer-directed stimuli such as phone calls, TV, and the people you are around. Thoughts of other people and telepathic connections can trigger the mind also. The goal is to learn to become inner-directed, so that you decide what you want to think about rather than having your thoughts determined by what is happening around you. The untrained mind leads the emotions up and down according to the thoughts that march through.

Mental chatter needs to be calmed down before you can receive higher information. If you can stop that chatter for a second, feeling an inner sense of calm, having no thoughts, you create an opening for a higher vibration to come through. Practice putting different thoughts into your mind. Gain a sense that your thoughts are not you but are often products of internal chatter.

Your mind is like a fine set of antennae extending outward in all directions. Thoughts come and go rapidly and are often triggered by sources outside yourself, until you begin to bring them under the control and direction of your soul. Notice how you suddenly think about something out of the clear blue sky; it is often because you are picking up thoughts from people you are connected to. You need to stop responding automatically to your own thoughts, and thus to the thoughts of others. You can begin to do so by turning your thoughts upward, by watching your inner dialogue, and constantly substituting fine, high and loving thoughts for any that are not as high as you would like.

You can change the energy between yourself and anyone by using positive words.

Another exercise to train your mind can be done for fun with your friends and those people you connect with. Notice as they talk to you, whether they are talking in past, present or future time. Do they use words that uplift you, or do they use words and thoughts that strike chords in your lower self? Interject words in the conversation that are higher and lighter. You can feel your own brightness increasing, your own sense of joy growing larger as you speak words of encouragement. If you would like to bring their energy up, say words that are high and loving and
watch the change in their energy and yours. As you say these words, you heal yourself and keep from tuning in to the telepathic communication at lower levels from other people.

You will begin to resonate with the thousands of minds that are thinking at these higher levels. You will find yourself becoming stronger and clearer. If you hear someone saying something such as "the world is a very frightening place," and you do not want that to be a part of your reality, mentally substitute different words, such as "the world is a very joyful place." You can use your mind to cancel out the negative words you hear from others, replacing them with higher, finer and more loving thoughts. You will find that you make a different mirror, a reflection of a higher plane, available to others as well. Be aware that if you use this process you may feel so light and joyful to other people you will be sought after as popular company.

When you are with people, see if you can turn off your thoughts, even for a few moments. Do not react, judge or make any mental comments to yourself about what they are saying. Do not think about ways you can help them; do not think of responses, but listen with a silent mind. You will begin to pick up much beneath the surface of what they are saying, such as feelings, images and pictures. Do this with a sense of play and joy.

You can master your thoughts, your inner dialogue and your personal broadcast. Over and over, decline negative thoughts that come into your mind. Substitute higher ones. Fix your mind on higher ideas no matter what is going on around you. Spend some time learning to hold a focus, taming your mind and harnessing it as your friend. As you do so, you will become a source of light and love for all around you.

PLAYSHEET

1 | Take the alphabet and think of the highest word or words you can for each letter.

| A | J | R |
| B | K | S |
| C | L | T |
| D | M | U |
| E | N | V |
| F | O | W |
| G | P | X |
| H | Q | Y |
| I | Z |

2 | Notice how you feel after writing out these high and positive words. A game to play while you are driving — look at car license plates, and create high words out of the letters you see.
3 | Find an object such as a flower or crystal. Spend a full minute focusing on it, letting go of any thoughts that come into your mind. Notice how hard or easy it was to keep your mind focused for that length of time.

4 | Take this same object and see if you can close your eyes and remember it exactly.

XIV

Wisdom: Being
Your Higher Self

As you become aware of the energy around you, wisdom helps you understand it. You begin seeing that everything that happens to you is meant to assist you in going even higher. As you begin to believe that all things are being created for your highest good, it becomes so. Your positive perspective creates a supportive and nurturing environment around you; it allows energy to flow with you, rather than against you.

Wisdom is the ability to be conscious of what is happening around you, to see the higher truth, and express yourself with compassion. It makes the universe around you friendly rather than hostile. Believing that everything is happening for your good renders negative energy harmless.

When you act from wisdom, you feel good inside. You know that you have stopped for a moment, taken the time to reflect, and reached upward for your direction. What
you then create is from that higher space. You have demonstrated wisdom many times. Use your memories of the past to fill your consciousness with visions of yourself as a wise person, rather than to remember the times you were not wise.

As you become more aware of energy, you will begin to sense people’s thoughts and feelings to one degree or another. As you open to energy, you will begin to get more input and information from the universe. Wisdom helps you to soften that information, to reinterpret the messages.

The way you view the world around you is the way you will experience it. Rather than thinking, “Everything is going against me,” or “It’s unfortunate that this happened,” look at events from a higher perspective and realize that everything happening to you can be seen as a good thing. This is the wisdom of your soul, for your soul is always trying to help you see your life in a higher way.

Feeling love rather than judgment changes negative energy into harmless energy.

Wisdom comes from the heart. The wise heart embraces others with a feeling of compassion for whatever stage they are at in their souls’ evolution; it approaches them with a feeling of love and oneness rather than judgment. The wise man knows that when he feels separate from those less evolved he also separates himself from those who are more evolved, and thus delays his own journey upward. Through the eyes of love, all energy becomes more beautiful.

Wisdom is the ability to know what is important in your life and what is not, what things are distractions and what things are the call of your soul. It is the ability to sort through all the data that is coming in and select only those things that contribute to your sense of well-being. There may be something you want to accomplish and yet you never have the time; you keep getting distracted by housework, phone calls, demands of other people. Wisdom is the ability to know which activities are truly serving your higher purpose and which are merely distractions from your path. You can make the people, thoughts and events in your life positive, nurturing, and supportive. You can create a personal environment that is beneficial to you, rather than harmful.

Wisdom is understanding your mind and how it works. Your mind is a magnificent tool for learning. Because it wants to keep you motivated to learn more, it is never satisfied. No matter what you do, your mind is always wanting to move on to the next thing. If you identify with your mind you will feel unfulfilled and unsatisfied. As you identify with your deeper being, your soul, you will achieve feelings of inner contentment and peace. The deeper being is the part of you that experiences your feelings and chooses what thoughts to have.

Rather than resisting or getting rid of lower thoughts, simply place thoughts of a higher nature by their side.

Whatever you picture you will get. Part of growth is choosing to picture higher things. Learn to identify “you” as the deeper part of your being, the part that chooses what thoughts to put in your mind, that selects emotions
and reactions and desires. As you evolve, you will work with your mind to hold high and positive thoughts. Even when beset by troubles, people with trained minds can stay away from the temptation of anxiety or anger by knowing that nothing stays in their minds that is not there by their choice and invitation.

When you are angry at someone, you can either express it or release it. Expressing anger, putting it out to the world verbally, always looking out to make sure no one takes advantage of you, telling people that they make you angry, will only attract more of what you are trying to avoid. If you release anger, you no longer have it in you and you will not draw more to you. When you release those things that make you angry or sad or guilty, you no longer attract them to you. You can choose to release things without expressing anger, for you are a fully participating individual in everything that happens to you.

You may feel you don't have as much control as you would like over the things that happen to you, but you can control your response to them. You can choose how you want to react. You can select those responses which allow you to feel good. Rather than express anger, release it. Rather than express hatred, release it. Then another's anger or hatred cannot attach to you, for there is no place within you that it will stick to. Be generous with your forgiveness, for it is a response to anger that allows you to rise above it.

Wisdom is being able to discern which messages to pay attention to and which to release.

When people speak to you in anger, saying unkind or untrue things, it is best to learn to forgive them. It is wise to learn not to respond to the negativity or fear in others. Keep your heart open and come from that loving, compassionate, and higher view. There are many who would speak of hard times, who blame others, and create bad feelings through their words and their anger. Learn not to respond with anger but to focus instead on other things.

Do not take offense, for offense taken is as bad as offense given. When you take offense, you contribute to negative energy, and thus there is negative energy around you that can attract more of the same. When you get offended, you close down your heart and thus turn away from your connection to your soul. Do not get offended when people speak from anger or fear, for it is coming from a lesser self. Learn to focus on their greater selves, for whatever you focus on and pay attention to is what you draw out in the people around you.

As you focus on the greatness in others, you will attract higher thoughts about yourself from other people. See them as doing the best they know how. It is important to notice when people do not speak to you from their higher selves. Respond to them with compassion, as you would respond to a small child who did not know any better. Forgive them and let it go. People cannot hurt you; only you can choose to hurt yourself by your response to them. This gives you the ultimate power to control the world you experience. If you are able to choose your response, you can choose to feel joy and peace, and thus change your world.

Learn to ignore the trivial and unimportant, so that when you speak of those things that are important, you will be heard. Learn to accept those things that do not matter, so that you will be able to pay attention to those
that do. Train your focus and awareness to acknowledge beauty and harmony, so that you see the good and the wise. Turn your antennae in the direction of what is supportive and nurturing.

What is loving to the self is always loving to others.

Learn to know the difference between your wishes and the wishes of others. You can acquire the ability to choose what is right for you by checking in with your higher self. If you find a feeling of heaviness or resistance, take time to look deeper. What is right for you will also be right for other people. Have you ever forced yourself to go somewhere with someone because you felt obligated, only to discover the other person didn’t really want to be there either? Have you ever cancelled an appointment and found that the other person was getting ready to call you to do the same?

Allow yourself to choose which energies you want to feel and be a part of and which energies you simply want to release and let go of. You may be having many experiences right now in which others want something from you, or are disappointed in you, or are accusing you of not living up to what they expect. Wisdom is learning what is yours—your thoughts, your expectations—and what is another person’s.

How do you tell what energy is yours and what is others’? Often you cannot tell until you “wear” their energy. For instance, when you live with a person, and he feels strongly about a moral issue, you may find yourself taking the same view. Then, when you separate, you discover that you feel differently about that issue. You have “worn” someone else’s beliefs for a while. Frequently you cannot know if a desire is yours or not until you try it. You may discover that you love to think that way, or you may discover that you do not.

From time to time in the process of growth, you will bring other people’s energy into your life; you will try living by their rules, principles and values to discover if they are yours. You may choose to keep those that agree with you. It will be your challenge to let go of those that do not. Do not feel guilty if you find yourself rejecting another’s views or beliefs, even when those beliefs seem to be very moral or fit with what people call “right.” Only you can know what is right for yourself. It is the same with all energy you perceive in the universe; if it does not work for you then you do not need to keep it.

Wisdom is the ability to know when to act and when not to.

Wisdom is not the mind, although it includes the mind. Your mind gathers all the facts and tries to make decisions based upon known data. Wisdom comes from combining what is intuitively known, the gut-level feeling, with what is intellectually known. It helps you to know which impulses come from your lower nature and which come from your higher self.

Often your mind presents you with many ideas. More opportunities may come to you than you can possibly act upon. Do not make yourself wrong if you can’t seem to bring yourself to act upon what seems to be a golden opportunity. Follow that deeper note of understanding that says in a whisper “wait.” If your mind is telling you to wait
but that inner voice says act, take a leap of faith, dare to take a risk—then do so.

You might ask how a great master would demonstrate wisdom. He would know when to be strict and stern, and when to be loving and generous. Not always is it wise to give people what they think they need. Small children may think they need an unlimited supply of candy to be happy; you, with a higher view, can see that good nutrition will serve them better in the long run. Sometimes it is necessary to hold a higher vision for others and assist them in seeing it rather than giving them what they are asking for. You may even need to deny them something they think they need. People who have a great deal of money have discovered that giving people money does not solve all their problems; in fact, it often creates more trouble. You may have enough money to lend relatives in need, but from your wise self you know that they have created a lack of money to learn from. You may be of more assistance to them by helping them discover their higher purpose and encouraging them to do what they love than by giving them money, which will last a short while but will not help in the long run. Indeed, when they run out you are in the same spot. Wisdom is knowing how to teach people to fish, rather than giving them fish.

It is knowing when to help and when not to. For instance, watching children learn a new skill, it is tempting to jump in and show them how to do it better. Yet, they cannot learn unless they try it themselves, however good or bad the effort. You must stand by quietly, in your wisdom, and let them learn by trial and error. It is the same with friends and loved ones in your life. Often, the most loving thing you can do for people is to stand by while they learn their lessons. If you come in and act as their savior, you may take away the lessons and growth they were getting out of that situation. Then they will have to create it all over again. You can assist them more by focusing light on them, and by helping them recognize what they are learning from the situation. It may feel hard to be wise, for often it is easier to jump in and rescue people than stand by and watch them go through difficult and sometimes painful lessons.

It is important to experience compassion rather than sympathy.

Sympathy is feeling sorry for others, seeing that what is happening to them is negative or bad. Compassion is seeing that what is happening to them is for their growth, and assisting them in seeing that also. Compassion reframes an experience they may perceive as unfortunate or bad into something they can understand. Realize that when you feel sympathy for people, you begin to vibrate with them and take their lower energy into yourself. When you come from compassion, you do not bring in their negativity.

Being firm with people may not be easy but it can be a greater gift than being the nice guy all the time. You have experienced friends to whom you give and give, who do not seem to appreciate what you do. If your offers of help are doing no apparent good, it is time to put your energy elsewhere. You may risk not being liked in the short run, but in the long run you will gain from following this higher wisdom.

One of the greatest gifts you give others is precise, accurate and compassionate communication of the truth. It takes a great deal of wisdom to know what to say and when to say it. If you are in doubt about saying something
to someone, get silent and go within. If it feels like your communication will serve him in his growth, then say it. If it feels like it will fall on deaf ears or he will resist it, keep it to yourself. If you are speaking out of a desire for personal gain, to get him to do something you want him to do, it is better to remain silent. Personal gain cannot be the motivation if you are truly to help. There is power in silence, and there is power in communication given at the right time.

Stop before you speak and reflect, “Does this communication serve this person’s highest vision?” Then you are coming from wisdom. A wise person chooses words with precision when he speaks. He asks before he communicates to others, “How does what I say serve their growth?” If it does not serve the other person in any way, he does not say it. Whenever you put out high and wise energy, you draw it back to yourself.

Recognize the level of the soul you are with. Do not expect calculus from a second grader. Be gentle with those around you. Any negative energy sent your way is only coming from their fear; you do not need to react with fear. Can you imagine if you were only as open and loving as the people around you? The challenge is to use your innate wisdom to see all situations from a higher perspective, to release the energy you do not want, and to come from your own center of love and compassion, regardless of the level of love in the people around you.

Be the leader. Dare to be wise! Dare to be the one who is the most loving, compassionate, open and vulnerable. Set the example; do not wait for others to be open and wise first. You will soon discover the power of one open, wise, and loving person to transform the entire universe around him or her.

PLAYSHEET

1 | Sit quietly and relax. Think about the day and week ahead. What things are you planning to do that are truly important and what things are merely distractions that could be eliminated?

2 | Is there anything you plan to do in the next day or week that is an obligation or another’s wish of you rather than your own?
3 | Think of someone in your life who wants something from you. Get quiet and bring in your wiser self. Is there anything you could give that person, besides what he *thinks* he needs, that would truly serve him or her?

4 | What is the most important thing you could accomplish today? Make the decision you will do it.

---

Telepathy: Understanding Nonverbal Communication

There are two basic forms of communication, verbal and telepathic, or nonverbal. Each one of you has experienced telepathy. You receive telepathic messages emotionally or mentally. You are a walking broadcast station, and you pick up messages constantly from your community and friends. You have telepathic chords coming not only from people you know now, but from people you *will* know and those that you have known. You have many chords of energy coming in and out of you. They can be thought of as radio waves, linking you to others.

You can learn to turn down the volume, sever the ties, monitor what comes in and goes out, and transform negative energy into positive energy. The loudest broadcast you receive is from those you love and open your heart to; the faintest whispers usually come from those you knew years ago, or from distant friends. It is important to know how to control the volume, the frequency, and how you
receive these messages, emotionally or mentally, for the quality of your telepathic connections determines whether your bonds will be positive and helpful or hinder you.

You are telepathically part of a larger community consisting of your neighborhood and your town. Communities have certain thoughtforms that are particular to them, and those thoughts are very real. Each community is a pocket of energy. You pick up the messages of your community from everywhere—restaurants, bookstores, grocery stores and food markets, even from the cars you drive past. Energy is experienced at a subtle level; telepathic messages come to you through the vibrations set off by the thoughts of people in your community. Every community has a unique blend of energies.

When you sit and eat in a restaurant you can pick up the feelings and thoughts of the people around you. All of you pick up the thoughtforms of your community and the thoughts and feelings of your neighbors. Telepathic reception is stronger the closer physically you are to people.

Be aware of the thoughtforms in your community.

Do you find that you feel better in a place other than where you live? Do you find that you like being one place and dislike being somewhere else? You may not be compatible with the thoughtforms of the neighborhood and the community you are in. Look at your neighbors, their age, belief systems, and reality, and you will begin to get an idea of the thoughtforms you live around.

The telepathic influences of those closest to you—loved ones and friends—are even stronger. All of you are both telepathic senders and receivers, to some degree. All communication and healing comes first from the telepathic sending and receiving of it. It is often followed by words, but underneath the words people speak are many nuances of feelings and pictures that are being transmitted telepathically.

Your mind is like a TV set with many channels. Coming in on one station, for instance, could be your husband, wife or partner. You may have a separate station for each friend. Many thousands of messages come at you all day. You can learn to choose which ones you will pick up.

Are you a victim of all those telepathic messages? Are you bound to have low energy because those around you have low energy? It depends upon your ability to turn the dial and select what you bring into yourself. Most of you experience telepathy on an emotional level, bringing in other people's emotions. It is far better to receive messages through your higher centers. You tend to bring in other people's feelings and think they are yours if you receive information emotionally. That is how many of you lose a sense of who you are.

Imagine you are sitting in an apartment, and the neighbors on one side have a loud radio playing rock and roll. The neighbors on the other side of you are playing very loud classical music. Your own TV is going in one room and you have a radio station playing in another. Neighbors above and below you are playing completely different music, and you also hear loud voices coming from all the different apartments. Imagine how hard it would be to get in touch with your own energy with all that noise going on. That is what most of you experience all day long. It is happening at a subconscious level, but the telepathic noise and chatter is there.

You can learn to decipher the messages, choosing which ones you want to listen to and which ones you don't. You
can learn to stop receiving them emotionally and start receiving them in your higher self. You can learn how to use the telepathic messages around you for your and others' highest good.

Imagine walking into a room and finding that the person you have come to see is extremely tense and nervous. Suddenly you find yourself much more worried about your life, and much more tense about things in general. Most of you experience this frequently without even realizing you are picking up emotional telepathic energy. You may simply think, "I'm really jumpy." You may even be picking up messages on your way to places. Have you ever noticed as you go to see someone, that as you get closer you become very happy, or tired and unhappy, or anxious? All of these are examples of picking up emotional messages from others. The feelings seem like your own, until you learn to recognize them as coming from others.

You cannot know what you are picking up telepathically until you know your own energy.

To become aware of your own energy, focus on yourself as you wake up in the morning. You feel different each morning, have different issues on your mind—people you are going to see, new things that will come up for you that day. As you wake up, you haven't yet begun picking up the telepathic transmissions from people you are going to see, and are the most aware of who you are. Ask, "How do I feel?" You may find you are waking up tense, or elated and happy. Focusing on your feelings as you wake up establishes a reference point you can use all day.

You may know that in the evening you are going to see someone, a loved one or a friend. You may be thinking of something you are going to do, or thinking of work you are doing on a project. You may be thinking about your job, family, or friends. As you telepathically tune into those people you will be associating with, you begin to pull in their energy. If you first experience your own feelings, then you can be aware of any changes in yourself when you are around other people. As you think of other people, note any changes in your energy. For instance, you wake up very happy, but as you think about going to work and dealing with a co-worker, you begin to feel tense and anxious. You notice that you are feeling depressed and irritated with your life. If you did not remember that you woke up feeling good, you might begin to think you are irritated or depressed. Having recognized how you felt as you woke up, you can see that you are picking up your co-worker's tension and irritability.

If you wonder how people feel about you, ask yourself how you feel when you think of them. If you aren't aware of how you felt when you woke up, or before you thought of them, you won't be able to experience the difference in yourself when you think of them. If you ponder on them and become sad, feel they don't want you, or become aware of a feeling of pressure, notice how those feelings compare to what you were feeling before you started thinking of them. You will then know, at a feeling level, how people are responding to you.

People are aware of your nonverbal communication with them at some level. If you are fighting telepathically with some people, saying to them, "I don't want you to treat me this way, I won't take it anymore, I won't do this or that," they are aware of what you are sending them and you may experience more struggle and resistance from them. They may not pick up your precise words. They may pick up your message only as a feeling from you, depending upon their ability to receive; they will pick it up
emotionally and work with it on that level. Your message will feel bad to them, and when they tune into you they will most probably have an urge to pull away. If you are thinking intently about people who do not want to be aware of you, they always have the power to turn off receiving your thoughts of them. If you do not want them to pull away, then send them thoughts of loving acceptance. That always opens doors.

If you are spending hours reflecting on certain people, are they spending time thinking about you? You have the ability to know. If when you think of them you feel a sense of resistance or irritation from them, then they are not thinking of you and they find your thoughts an intrusion. If, on the other hand, you find it delightful to think about them and easy to fantasize about them, or have a warm feeling in your heart, then they are welcoming you to join them on the telepathic level.

You have the ability to know what others are thinking.

The first step is to get into a centered, relaxed feeling. You cannot clearly sense energy through intense emotions. If you want to know what another person is thinking, relax and calm yourself, and let your mind be as silent as possible. You may want to imagine you are in the other person's shoes, looking at yourself. Almost always, the underlying feeling you have when you think of others is the feeling they have when they think of you. If you are going back and forth about how you feel about them, then they are probably doing the same. The particular issues may not be identical, but the underlying feeling is something you can learn to trust.

If someone has not called you, for instance, and you have been waiting for him to connect with you, look at your own thoughts and feelings, for others pick up your thoughts and feelings when they think of you. If you have said to him in your mind, "I really don't like the way you are treating me and I don't want you in my life," that may be why he stopped calling you. Be aware that people do receive your telepathic messages, especially in a close relationship. When you send out firm decisions, they are immediately picked up by others. You can always feel when people are inviting you to join them telepathically. It is easy and pleasant to link with them mentally. You can send them messages and feel their presence without a heavy feeling in your heart. You can imagine what they are doing without feeling sad, depressed or pushed away.

When you send out emotional messages, you affect other people. What you broadcast is picked up by those that love and care about you. Mankind as a race is opening telepathically. This is the level where most healing takes place.

You can gain control over the telepathic messages you send and receive.

As you learn to control your sending and receiving of telepathic messages you will no longer be controlled by them. All of you are affected by others telepathically to some degree. You want to know what other people are thinking about you. You have the ability to know; you only need to learn how to tune in. The first way to free yourself from being affected emotionally by others is to wake up in the morning and sense your energy; then
monitor it constantly throughout the day. After a while you will get used to checking your emotional states and thoughts often. At least once when you are with someone, pay attention to how you feel. Do you feel better or worse? Do you suddenly feel more troubled, anxious, or happier?

Learn to monitor yourself. When you take in emotional energy from other people telepathically you almost always experience it as if it were your energy. Knowing what you feel like, you can learn to recognize when others are affecting you. You will only learn through practice; there is no shortcut. When you are on your way to see someone, take note of your emotions, thoughts and the feelings in your physical body. As you walk or drive to the meeting, monitor how these things are changing. While you are together, check in again. Awareness of how you are being affected brings emotional energy from other people you may have let in up into your higher centers.

Many of you are looking for ways to connect with your higher self by developing your ability to tune into your inner guidance. Emotional messages of others and your own thought patterns can interfere. You can work with your thought patterns, which tend to seek more familiar ways of being than those required to think in new and higher ways. It takes a great deal of focus and intent to change thinking patterns. It is like beginning to exercise. You would not run five miles the first day you started; you would have to build up to it. Once you’ve learned to tune into and monitor your feelings you will have a clearer sense of how you are picking up energy from other people emotionally and mentally.

You receive telepathic messages in your emotional center from those who love you and those you love. Most people desire intimate connections, that kind of love in which two people are so linked that each anticipates what the other wants and needs, and is anticipated in turn. A fear of that deep bond, however, keeps many people from it. If you are not centered and aware of who you are, you cannot begin to join with another at that deeper level without losing yourself.

If you want a deep, intimate relationship with another, first become aware of who you are.

Are you happy today? Are you sad? For a moment, remember when you woke up this morning. Go all the way back and ask how you felt. Picture yourself moving through the day. Recapture some of your emotions; take a look at who you were with, and notice your changing emotional energy. Were you affected by other people you were with or thought about?

It is important to understand your emotional reception of energy, because as children you received the emotions of others and you were not taught how to stop, change, or transmute them. Most of you went through childhods in which you did not know who you were. You were so open telepathically to the wishes, wants, and demands of others that you often thought that what they wanted was what you wanted. As a result, many of you are confused about your identity. All of you who desire to heal, counsel, or help others, professionally or just as friends, are very open telepathically.

Many of you grew up as very sensitive children, aware of how people around you were feeling, and bombarded with messages from all around. There are many unique problems associated with growing up as an intuitive, sensitive person. Many of you experienced extreme sensitivity, caring for other people’s feelings almost more than your
own, sensing another person's hurt as if you were hurt yourself, trying to protect others from feeling pain, loving others at a level you often found not returned. Growing up telepathically sensitive can mean hearing double messages from your parents and others—"No, I'm fine today, dear," when you sense sadness and tension. It can mean wondering how people can be cruel when you yourself cannot bear to hurt because you feel the pain in another, wondering if people are insensitive and cold, or if you are the only one who can perceive certain things around you.

For some of you it meant feeling you were somehow different from others. You may have felt as a child that you didn't fit in, and school with its social life was often hard. On the other hand, some of you used your sensitivity to fit right in and get what you wanted.

Many people are going through the problems associated with being telepathic today. It is important to understand that part of your inability to know who you are comes from the telepathic abilities that exist within you. Many of you have had experiences with telepathy, perhaps more than you would even want. The example I gave earlier of all the radio stations and all the TVs playing at once is how most of you had to deal with your childhood. You were picking up many demands from many people, and most of you tried hard to please. You could see that it was easier to give people what they wanted, though some of you rebelled and did the opposite if the demands went too much against who you were, or if it appeared they could never be satisfied. Many of you used anger and rebellion to block the telepathic control other people tried to exert over you.

If you are telepathic, you can send messages as well as receive them. You have a responsibility to others in what you send out. Most of you receive and send from the emotional center, but you can also send with words, which moves your communication to the mental level. Almost everyone experiences emotional telepathy, but few experience mental telepathy. It is not something that makes you better or superior to others. Unless you learn about it, telepathy can be a problem as well as a gift. Being telepathic, you are able to pick up messages and send them out. Do you understand how you can affect others with this gift?

You have certain ways of thinking, patterns of thought, that occur throughout the day. Have you noticed when you are walking or riding that your mind automatically falls into certain patterns, reflecting perhaps on housework, mundane things, a problem, or something that you think of when you have nothing better to do? You have a responsibility to move these thoughts to a higher energy level, for others receive and are affected by them. To change these thought habits will require first a commitment to change, and then a conscious effort to bring them up to higher levels when you recognize their presence.

It is important to learn to concentrate and to focus your mind where you choose, thinking of higher ideals rather than the mundane. It doesn't matter that the things you do seem unimportant or minor; it is not the kind of work you do but the way in which you do it and how you think about it that determines your evolution. Practice controlling your thoughts of things that seem unimportant, and you will be prepared to watch your thoughts on the larger and more important things.

You may find yourself arguing with people in your mind, talking to them and getting mad at them. You may find yourself discussing things with them as if you truly
have a live conversation going on. Whatever you are sending out in words is being received by the other person. This is mental rather than emotional telepathy. However, not everyone has the ability to receive words as clearly as you are sending them. Some people receive them as a feeling from you. Others find themselves carrying on a mental debate with you. You may notice that the next time you get together it is as if you start verbally where you left off mentally.

If you are telepathic, you have a responsibility—you cannot pretend you don't know what is happening between you and another person. You do know at a deep level and you can learn to bring that knowing to the light of consciousness. You cannot avoid the responsibility of what you send out either, for when you send anger, you are sending it out to all those you know. You begin to resonate with those people who are angry and you bring their broadcasts into yourself. You may think that you are sending your anger just to the person you are mad at, but be aware that on the telepathic level it goes out into the whole world. When you are loving and peaceful, you send that energy out to others to use if they choose.

**When you think of others they receive energy from you.**

I have been asked many times, “When I think of people, does that mean they are thinking of me? Who thought of whom first?” It is a very interesting question, and one that has no simple answer.

When you think of people spontaneously, people you do not think of often, and out of the clear blue sky you get a very sharp and clear image of them—then they are probably thinking of you at the same time. If you have an ongoing relationship with someone and you spend a great deal of time thinking about the person—asking mental questions, talking to or debating with him or her—the person may or may not be thinking of you at the same time. Imagine you are making and sending someone a pre-recorded tape as you think of him or her. You do not need to connect at the same instant. The person receives your message when he or she is in a state of receptivity. People may not hear your messages as clearly as they are sent, but they will get them in some way.

Say you are arguing with someone, telling him or her in your mind you do not like the way you are being treated. If the person is highly empathic (able to receive), your message will be heard and you will be aware of an ongoing debate. If the person is not developed telepathically, your thoughts may be received only as a feeling of resentment or anger, and the person may puzzled or feel angry at what is happening. He or she may not get the transmission the instant you send it, but will play it back like a tape recorded message later when thinking of you and in a receiving state—in a time of silence, reflectiveness, dreaminess, meditation or any state of quietness of mind. You can compare sending out messages in your mind to dialing a telephone. Nobody can answer you while you are dialing the phone, for the line is tied up. Only after you are finished dialing can you connect with them. When you are thinking of another you are sending out a message. When you are listening you are not sending. You may have noticed that when you are sitting around wanting someone to call, no one calls; but five or six hours later suddenly everyone is calling you. You may be busy and not even thinking of it anymore. It is because usually (although not always) when you send out messages, people take time to
receive and act upon them. Just as people do not answer the phone when they are not home, so does it take awhile for people to be silent enough to hear your message. If they are silent, perhaps meditating or daydreaming when you are sending out your message, they may get it instantaneously, and may even act upon it.

When you are deeply connected with and thinking of people, you put your mental communications on a “mental tape” that is available to play when and if they choose. When it comes to receiving messages from others, most of you have not learned that you have the choice of playing them, stopping and starting them, and choosing only those segments you want to hear. Many of you allow whole tapes to play, which can create stress if the recordings are not good ones.

How can you learn to tune into mental tapes and play them when you want? When you think of people, you turn on the tape recorder and allow their communication to come through to you. You have the ability to turn it off at any time by either not thinking of them or by sending them positive loving images, for when you are sending images you cannot receive their thoughts and feelings. If you do not want to hear any recording a friend may have transmitted to you, simply do not think about him. You have the ability to stop thinking of someone by finding things that are interesting and joyful to think of instead. You can send friends high, loving thoughts, pictures of their inner beauty and strength whenever they come into your mind and you will be less affected by their messages.

It is energizing and fun to change your thinking habits and experience new, higher thoughts.

When you are driving your car, thinking of your errands for the day and your responsibilities, you can also make a conscious effort to think of your higher purpose, your path, and what you can contribute to the world. You can think of those qualities you want to bring into your life—unconditional love, inner peace, wisdom. You may have to consciously choose these thoughts, and train your mind over and over to think of these things rather than your normal thoughts. You may stay at these levels for only a few seconds at first, until your mind gets used to thinking about higher ideals and principles. As you find more enlightened topics to think of, you will shut off your old thinking patterns and the messages that come into you from those levels.

You can use the same technique to turn off the tape recorder. If you do not wish to receive messages from certain people, then do not tune into them. Find things to occupy your mind that energize and bring you joy, and in so doing you will slowly and surely disconnect from their communications.

How can you listen only to the part of the message you want to hear? Take, for example, a case in which you find you get depressed thinking of someone. You get a heavy feeling, or perhaps feel drained when thoughts of her come into your mind. You may feel sorry for her, and wish that she would get her life together. You may be going through a difficult time in your relationship, and find it depresses you to think about her.

To hear only the good part of her recording, make a conscious effort to be centered when you think about her. If you drift into thinking of someone, you open to any messages that come through. However, if you orient yourself before you think of her, focusing on your own energy, feeling relaxed, calm, and confident, you can bring
in the more loving message her soul is sending you. If you send your calmness, rather than receiving others' problems, you can control what portion of their communication comes to you. In the case of a person who is draining you, you can choose consciously to send thoughts such as, "I see you as a loving and high being. I want to speak from my soul-self to yours, and I will now open myself to listening to you." If you do not like the feeling of what comes back, you can either shut off your reception of it, or send healing to her.

To send healing, experience your love and compassion for other people. Imagine them getting their lives together in whatever way is appropriate. See their greatness and soul-beauty. Sending healing and loving thoughts will also improve the quality of your telepathic messages. If every time you think of someone you also send a loving, supportive thought, you will find a tremendous difference in the messages that come back to you.

There are ways to stop thinking of a person, if you find you want to.

Consciously focus on things that are fun and joyful to think about. Take the time to develop some joyful images or fantasies, and have them ready whenever the other person pops into your mind. You must intend to stop thoughts of him or her or they will keep coming back. It is a wonderful opportunity to train your mind.

You connect telepathically the most with those you have opened your heart to. It is a challenge to turn off your thoughts when a bond exists at the heart level. If you do not wish to go around hearing the tape recordings that have been sent to you, be aware that every time you allow yourself to think of someone, you are letting yourself receive whatever has been sent out to you. You are also open to receiving whatever feelings the other person is experiencing. If you send a thought of love, you will not bring the other person's energy into yourself.

If you want something from someone and you push the person telepathically to give it to you, you will push him or her away. And the more the person pulls away from you, the more likely you are to push even harder to get through. If someone demands something from you that you don't want to give, you feel "pushed" and your natural reaction is to "pull" away. If you create space within yourself by pulling back and concentrating on your own life and purpose, you will probably find the other person desiring to connect with you. If you want something from people, if you want them to think of you, be with you, or give you attention, the way to get it is by withdrawing all of your attention from them. Most of you do the opposite—you think of someone constantly; you put all your energy into them and the results are exactly the opposite of what you want. They are bombarded with your messages and your energy which is always around them. Why should they seek out your company when you are always with them, on a tape recording, every time their mind relaxes?

If you want attention from someone, make an effort to stop thinking of him or her and get on with your own life. Focus on something else every time you begin to think of the person, or send light and see the person dissolving in your mind. Don't check in constantly to see if it is working (is he or she paying attention now?); that is sending the person energy. You must come to the point where you are
so involved with your life and work that there is truly a vacuum. When he or she senses you, there is nothing there. Then the person will be drawn to you.

Many of you think that when you want something, and picture somebody giving it to you, you will get it. It usually works in just the opposite way; you create resistance.

If you want something from somebody, picture a time in which you gave that same thing to someone else.

For instance, if you have company staying with you and you want them to help with the housework, remember a time you offered to do housework for people you were staying with. If you want someone to be kinder to you, picture times when you were kind to someone else.

There is a big difference between picturing someone doing something for you and picturing a time when you did that same thing for someone else. Imagine wanting something from somebody, and asking for it over and over, either verbally or in your mind. Most people respond by drawing away. If instead you fill your mind with thoughts of the times you offered those same things, every time he thinks of you he will pick up the pictures you are surrounding yourself with. As he tunes into your pictures, he will begin to think of doing the things you are remembering doing for other people.

How do you handle people who are draining you? First of all, be aware that they could not drain you if you did not give them permission, in some way, to do so. You may say, "I do not want them to drain me," but you are at some level allowing them to do so. If you do not set your own limits and boundaries, they will not set any either. You must say very clearly, "I will not be drained by these people, I will not accept responsibility for their lives," and then you will not be drained. If you do not take responsibility for their well-being they can no longer take your energy. You can, however, send them thoughts of love and peace, which will help them.

Being drained is not caused by telepathic connections as much as by your own beliefs and personality, the decisions you have made about what rights you have and don't have with the people in your life. You can tune out people who make demands of you. If, instead, you feel you owe it to them to hear their complaints, to be there for them even though you don't want to, you will continue to feel drained by them. You may be saying, "There's no way I can disconnect from them." And yet there is, by first affirming to yourself that you absolutely have the right to live your own life.

The degree to which you feel responsible for other people's happiness is the degree to which they can pull on you and take from you. They can only use guilt and manipulation because you allow them to by believing you owe them something. If you turn over the responsibility for their lives to them, you won't feel so uncomfortable. You can say to yourself "only they can make themselves powerful, can create good feelings, give to themselves," and then you will no longer feel exhausted by communication with them. They can only pull on you when you feel that they can, when you allow them to take from you because you feel you don't deserve to be left alone.

One person asked me about a neighbor who acted angry and cold, and wasn't responding to the love and good thoughts she was sending him. She wondered what to do
with his negative energy. If you are sending people love over and over and they seem to be responding with negative energy or none at all, they may not wish to have you send them energy and love. In this case, the woman needed to withdraw her energy from her neighbor. When she did so, he felt free to seek her out. He was so filled with her energy that he resisted it; it was far more love than he could handle. In fact, she stopped sending him any thoughts and within a month he came over to ask if there was anything he could help her with.

What if you experience a lot of pain when you think of someone, you get an emotional knot that is overwhelming and seems to block out your ability to think loving thoughts? At times, the only way to calm emotions is to turn up the volume of your mind. You can learn to say high words to yourself whether you believe in them or not. You are not drowning out the voice of pain, but turning up the volume of the higher self. Don’t make the part of you that is in pain wrong or bad, for that increases its power over you. If it is saying, “This is not working, everything is going wrong, this person has deserted me, or hates me,” say high and positive things over and over in your mind. Even if you cannot focus on the words and find your mind going in and out of higher thoughts, persist. The mind can absolutely rule the emotions.

You can calm your emotions by saying inspiring, loving words over and over.

You have been given the gift of thought to help you gain mastery over your lower self. Thought is a useful tool for personal transformation. Your mind is a marvelous instrument, capable of bringing the light of wisdom where there is ignorance and darkness. If you feel overwhelmed by your emotions, begin writing affirmations such as, “The universe is working in perfect harmony. Everything happens for my higher good. I now see a universe of beauty and perfection.”

Think these things; say them over and over. Flood your mind with a voice that says, “Things are positive, things are working in my favor, all is order and harmony.” The more you fill your mind with positive thoughts, the more you will turn down the volume of your emotions. Affirm spiritual truths and the principles of the soul, such as harmony, balance, and peace. If you keep saying high words, the very vibration of them will begin to calm your emotions. It requires discipline and practice. There are no easy solutions. You must truly intend and will yourself into higher places, then the results you want will follow.
PLAYSHEET

1 | Focus on how you felt when you woke up this morning. How did you feel? What things were on your mind about the day?

2 | Whom did you see or talk to today? How did your energy change before, during and after you saw them? Can you find instances in which you brought in their energy? Make a list of whom you saw and how you felt.
   Person I saw: How I felt:

3 | Take any feelings or thoughts you did not like when you were with him or her and imagine yourself dissolving those emotions and thoughts in light. Breathe deeply and feel yourself returning to a balanced, centered feeling.
Receiving Guidance
From the Higher Realms

You can learn to receive information from the higher realms of the universe. Just as there are telepathic broadcasts from people, there are many higher broadcasts you can tune into. High levels of guidance and information are available at any time. Just as you cannot see or touch a radio wave, you cannot see or touch these broadcasts—unless you have the will and intent to do so.

What are these broadcasts? There are different levels of information; some involve science, some involve business, teachings of all kinds, visions of peace. All knowledge known and yet to be known is available to you by attuning yourself to these levels. They have been called the universal mind, the collective whole of life-force energy that exists outside of time and space. Many great scientists have tapped this level for their scientific inventions. Many new discoveries, ideas and concepts come from attunement with this frequency. You can bring in information to help you with your business, increase your creativity, or help you become prosperous. Those of you who think of peace on the planet and strive to bring peace into your lives can tap into the broadcast of peace that is available.

A broadcast of healing is available at all times. Its essence is love, compassion, and peace. When you need help, guidance or love it is always available as a broadcast you can tune into to raise your energy and heal whatever needs love. Healers and those in counseling professions often draw from this level in the course of their work; everyone can tune into it. As you attune yourself to this frequency, you feel as if you know what to do or say with a certainty that comes from a level beyond your conscious knowledge.

True healing involves compassion and love for both yourself and others.

If you use your hands in bodywork or touch, if you bring through healing information or energy, helping people through your voice, thoughts, or words, you are drawing from this broadcast. Any of you who help others in any way, through your job, family life, or friends, tune into this broadcast of healing and love. Whenever you serve others you pick up this broadcast, and you begin to radiate its healing qualities. As you tune in to these levels of healing you increase your self-love as surely as you increase your ability to heal.

Guidance is also available from many high masters and spirit teachers, both those physically present on the earth and those who are in other realms. Many high souls who are no longer living are holding a focus of peace and love,
and are available for personal guidance. You call them guides, for they are there to help hold a high vision for mankind and any person who calls upon them. All of you have a guide, whether you are aware of your guide or not. There are many different ways in which your guide can send you information. Any answers you seek, any information you want, is always there. Information is always being sent to you. Guides wish to help you become aware of your ability to reach higher planes of knowledge and experience, to help you discover your own wisdom and your soul's constant guidance. They will never take away your lessons, but they will help you see what you are learning so that you may move through your growth lessons more quickly. When asked, they can show you an expanded view of any situation, presenting a perspective that allows you to understand what is happening and to act in more loving and compassionate ways. When you view any situation through this wise, expanded perspective it is possible to let go of pain and embrace yourself as a warm and loving person.

All you need to do to receive guidance is to ask for it and then listen.

You can tune into any of these levels of guidance and information if you have the will and intent to do so. What is will and intent? You may have a picture of your will as that part that says “I will force myself to do this or that.” Right use of will is when you love doing something so much that you do it without having to will it or push yourself. You have seen the results when you love to do something, and you have seen what happens when you really don’t want to do something but force yourself to do it anyway. You do not produce good results when you make yourself do something or when you have a lot of indecision about it.

Will is a clear focus that is directed towards something you love. The more the focus is undiluted by fears, doubts, and resistance, and is directed like a laser beam to where you want it to go, the greater the ability of the will to draw something to you.

Some of you say you want certain things, think of them often, and then wonder why you do not get them. The more you are uncertain about getting what you want, the longer it takes to get it. When you are clear and your will is focused you bring what you want to you. Imagine that the will, when it wants something, goes out into the universe and finds it, then magnetizes your body towards having it. Will can bring you anything you want, including telepathic reception and connection to the higher realms of the universe.

Those of you who are healers, teachers, or counselors, have a great deal of motivation, intent and desire that makes your healing possible. Healing may be something you consciously chose or something you seemed to “fall into,” but to become skilled and good you have had to focus a great deal of your intent and will on it. Will is the dial that tunes you into the right station. There is no magical formula for being a psychic channel, a healer with your hands, mind or words. If you aspire to be anything—a writer, actress, athlete, channel, successful business person—you need only have the will and intent, carried out with action, to do so. The broadcast from the higher levels to guide you to your highest path is always available to any who want and ask for it. Your will to be something or do something begins to automatically tune you into the broadcast that is appropriate for you.
Many of you would like to be more directly involved in helping people. Many of you are in jobs that you do not feel are aligned with your life purpose. You may wonder if you should be doing something else, if there is some mission you should be fulfilling even though you do not know what it is. The fact that you are thinking these things is an indication that you are a healer and that you do indeed have healing you came here to do. There is no such thing as coincidence or luck in this matter. If you want to find what you are here to do, or if you want to begin your path of serving and healing, the first thing you need to do is decide you are going to do it. The place to start is where you are—serving and helping everyone around you.

If you want to connect with your spirit guide, for instance, all you need to do is decide you will, and ask the universe to lead you to that experience. It will come to you if that is where you put your will, intent, and determination. The degree to which you are sure you want to attract a guide will determine the speed with which you attract one into your life. You may be led to certain books, people, and so forth, to help show you the way.

How do you focus your will? One of the first ways is to remember a time in which you went after a goal and got it. As you think of that past experience, you bring that energy into your present reality. Remember a time in which you were very intent on getting something and you got it. Say you wanted a new car. You went out and looked, you touched cars, drove them, thought about them, read about them and got the money to get one. Look at the level of dedication you put into getting something, and you will see what is required to get something you want now.

Some of the things you wanted may have taken a long time to acquire. You can go back and realize you didn’t put a high level of concentration into getting them, or maybe you thought about them infrequently. You may have thought of them often but didn’t believe you could have them.

The mind has 40,000 to 50,000 thoughts a day. When 1,000 to 2,000 of those daily thoughts are directed to a goal, it will come rapidly.

Most of you think about something once, maybe two or three times a day, and then you wonder why it takes so long to get it. Thoughts are energy. The more you think about something, the more energy you pull from your inner world to create what you think about in the outer world.

The number of thoughts you put into something and the belief or intensity of emotional energy you have about something determines how quickly you create it. The emotional belief you have in getting something is very important. The emotions propel thoughts into reality by the intensity of your belief. The less doubt you have about getting something the more rapidly it will come. Think of a box which represents what you want. Every time you think about what you want the box becomes fuller, and when critical mass is reached the box becomes reality. If there is something you think of over and over, at a certain point it will manifest; how long it takes is based on how much you believe it will come. This does not apply if what you want must come from another person, for you only have control over your reality, not theirs. Wanting something from people which they do not want to give will usually push them away.
The more you can believe you will have something, get excited, picture it in your mind, use your emotions of joy, excitement, and anticipation, the more quickly it will come. But remember that emotions of fear and doubt also create what they focus on, because you are thinking of them over and over. When you fear something, you are thinking of what you do not want to happen, and it fills up a box labeled “What I do not want to happen,” and sure enough, that box becomes full and then becomes reality.

If you want to focus your will more clearly, look at your doubts, the things in you that are saying “I cannot have this.” There are two boxes here—the box labeled “I can,” which is filled with positive thoughts and joyful emotions, and the box labeled “I cannot,” which is filled with fears and negative thoughts. If you have many positive thoughts, but they are balanced by equally negative ones, you will create nothing. The desire for what you want must be stronger than your fears about having it. Every time you fear something, you take away from the energy you are putting out to create it. Don’t make those fear thoughts wrong, but every time you recognize one, put positive thoughts alongside it.

After you are clear that you want to receive guidance, and you intend to do so, feeling positive and excited about it, you will then receive it. Reception of the broadcast takes place outside the mind and happens in a flash. By the time your mind becomes aware of an idea, the information has already come into your higher centers; you have already received it.

If you look upward and focus on higher realms, as surely as you breathe you will receive any help or information you need.
of the request. Monitor what comes into your thoughts in the next half day or even half hour, just to experience what it feels like to receive from the higher levels.

Many have asked me, “How can I know the difference between my thoughts and the higher thoughts of the universe?” For you wonder, “Was that a revelation, an inspiration, or was that my own mind thinking a wise thought?” There is no difference. The telepathic reception of higher levels of knowledge is beyond your level of conscious awareness. You first become aware of it when it hits your thought processes. Some of you are aware of it sooner, such as when you are healing someone and you sense energy. There are other ways of becoming aware of it, but the actual reception is beyond the scope of knowing. So you are asking, “How do I recognize it? How do I receive better?” If you want to receive better, if that is your desire, then you will. If you want to become more aware of your reception of guidance, then you will.

Every time you have a thought that seems to be outside of your normal range—for instance, you may be walking down the street and suddenly you come up with a new idea—you have received information from a higher realm. Many of you expect to hear a voice out of the sky telling you something; it is not usually that kind of experience. It usually feels like your own mind or imagination. By the time you are aware of reception, the information is already in your world of form, which is your thoughts and your body. The ideas feel like your own thoughts, but they have a higher quality to them. They are of a different nature; they bring a new way of looking at something or a more loving perspective. When you have a new thought, that is a sign that you are in tune with that higher level of guidance. The more you validate it, the more you acknowledge that you picked up telepathic messages, the
more you will continue to get them. You will find that it becomes more and more boring to think at your old levels; you get tired of running the same problems around in your mind when it can be so rewarding to receive inspiration and insights. Boredom is often a tool of the soul to lure you into new spaces.

If you want to bring in guidance more directly, perhaps connecting with your own guide, start by sitting quietly.

There are many altered states of consciousness you experience in the normal course of the day. When you get lost in a book, when you watch TV, when you drift off to the sounds of beautiful music, when you daydream, paint, or play a musical instrument, you are in a state of altered consciousness. These states are associated with the right brain, your creative nature, and are the states that most contribute to receiving higher guidance. Guidance is received through the right or creative side of the brain; it is then translated through the left-brain side of memory and logic into concrete information. Whenever you get quiet, you are in a more receptive state.

Your challenge at these times is to tune out mundane and idle thoughts and focus your attention upward. When you think of other people in this quiet state of receptivity, you can receive their emotional or mental energy. If they are depressed or in pain you may lower your own energy as you think of them. When you receive telepathically from the higher levels of the universe, you move up into your higher self. As you become more loving and full of light, you can bring up the energy of others also. They may not go as high (or some may go higher) but you can raise the vibration of everyone around you by tuning your awareness higher.

As you sit quietly, ask for guidance. Then, be willing to listen. Notice your body. Perhaps you will feel a physical sensation like a tingling as you focus upward. Ask for guidance, stating clearly your question. Keep random thoughts from pulling on your attention. If you can focus for even five minutes on what you want guidance on, you will receive a new way of thinking, a higher outlook in that short space. Your call is always heard; the only problem comes in your ability to listen.

How do you broadcast healing to others? You touch people, you speak to them, you write and send out your knowledge. When it is your intent to connect with others from your higher centers, your words, writings and touch come from that place. You may say, “How do I know if I am saying the right words, touching the body in just the right way for healing?” If the intent is to be healing, then the words and the touch will always be right for that person. There is no error at this level. Only your mind and personality can create judgment and error. Whenever you have the intent to heal, no matter what process you use, what form or technique you try, you will be healing. The other person must also want the healing, for if they are not ready then nothing you try will work.

If, however, you are feeling angry, and want to get back at someone, then your intent is clearly not healing. If you try to speak nice words to cover your anger, you are not healing. There is no lying at this level. If you walk around with the intent to heal, then everywhere you go—the grocery store, the office—you will be a healing influence, even though you may not be doing so consciously.
It is up to you
to create the specific form
your work will take.

The guidance that is available to you is unlimited in whatever form you choose and whatever field you choose, be it business, the healing arts, performing arts, science, education, or others. The will to do anything magnetizes you to the information and guidance you need in that area. The main function of the higher centers of telepathy is to attune you with your higher purpose, help you discover what you came to earth to do, and bring to you the information you need to do it. As you experience working in these higher levels, you will increase your ability to be a loving influence on those around you, and increase your ability to see with your inner eyes. The intent to do so is all that is necessary to attune yourself to the higher realms of guidance.

PLAYSHEET

1 | Think of five things—a decision, problem, or choice—that you asked for guidance on last year and received.

2 | Think of something you want guidance on right now in your life. Sit quietly, ask for guidance, and notice if any new thoughts come in. Record them here.
EPILOGUE

You may be wondering, “Do I have a guide? Can I connect with a guide or a higher aspect of myself and bring through higher guidance?” In the upcoming book, Opening to Channel: How to Connect With Your Guide, DaBen, a wise and healing spirit teacher channeled by Duane Packer, and I will show you how to reach and channel your own guide.

Channeling is a skill that can be learned, not a mysterious thing that happens to some and not others. You may never have had any psychic experiences or meditated before, and yet it is possible for you to connect with a spirit guide or a higher dimension of your own soul. As mankind evolves, what used to be possible for only a few is now possible for many without years of special training.

Connecting with a high-level guide can improve your personal life and relationships and accelerates your spiritual growth. It helps lift you out of doubts and fears, and leads you to the higher realms of unlimited love, joy and abundance. With channeling comes alignment with the higher will and universal mind, and the increasing ability to create what you want without struggle. Your guide can help you find answers for everything from mundane everyday problems to the most challenging spiritual questions. You can channel to bring through knowledge, philosophy, psychology, healing techniques, new business ideas, and much more. Channeling can help you improve and open your creativity in music, art, painting, and writing, or help you teach and heal others. People in business have found that the connection has opened their intuition, helping them make better decisions. Mothers and fathers have found that it has helped them understand and guide their children’s spiritual unfoldment. Athletes have discovered new levels of performance and understanding of their physical energy, and students have found it easier to concentrate and discover what area they want to explore with their lives.

In this book, DaBen and I cover many topics, including what channeling is, why channel a guide, how to attract a high-level guide, the qualities of a good channel, what you might expect on your first meeting with your guide, and the effects of channeling on your life. We will assist you in evaluating if you are ready, and show you how to prepare yourself for the connection. You will learn how to receive guidance, get your guide’s name, and verbally channel information. We will help you to tell the difference between yourself and a guide, what is conscious and unconscious channeling, different ways of receiving information, and how to get into a receiving state. We will talk about common fears, and how to work with them. Together DaBen and I, through Sanaya and Duane, have taught hundreds of people to channel, and we will share some of their experiences and inspiring stories with you.

When you are ready, connecting with your guide or higher self will change your life for the better, helping you release old patterns, connect with your higher purpose, and manifest your destiny. I and DaBen invite you to open to your own inner teacher, connect with higher guidance, and discover the wealth that lies within you.

In love and light,

Orin